
      Galileo Galilei
(1564 - 1642)

Galileo's Manifesto for ScienceGalileo's Manifesto for Science

Next section: Prolog (On Optimizing the Design of Introductory Mathematics).

Galileo's words still ring true:

"To be placed on the title-page of my collected works:

“Here it will be perceived from innumerable examples what is the use of mathematics for judgment in
the natural sciences, and how impossible it is to philosophize correctly without it ... .

“Philosophy is written in that great book which ever lies before our eyes –– I mean the universe ––
but we cannot understand it if we do not first learn the language and characters in which it is written.
This language is mathematics, and the characters are triangles, circles and other geometrical figures,
without whose help it is impossible to comprehend a single word of it; without which one wanders in
vain through a dark labyrinth.”
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Notes for the web version: 

          These webpages were designed using Sandvox (www.karelia.com) which implements HTML5,
static diagrams were drawn with Dia (https://live.gnome.org/Dia) to get SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) format, 
the interactive diagrams were created with Geogebra (www.geogebra.org), 
and the main math equations use MathJax (www.mathjax.org) to render LaTeX for webpage display. 

          These webpages have been tested using the Safari, Firefox, Chrome, and Internet Explorer (IE) browsers on Mac and Windows
computers (XP SP3, Vista, and Windows 7). The results: 

IE8 can't run HTML5, but even IE9 failed to display the Geogebra interactive diagrams. 
Google Chrome 27 worked on all systems but was consistently slowest.
Firefox 20 worked and was faster than Chrome.
Safari 5 (and Safari 5 for Windows) worked most reliably and was fastest on these systems.

          Click here if you'd like to download the zipped file of Geogebra interactive diagrams used in this GA Primer. 
If you're connected to the internet, the diagrams are interactive within these webpages, 
but if you'd like to further explore, see Geogebra's algebra window, or make alterations to the diagrams, 
download these and the Geogebra software from the website linked above.

          Click here if you'd like to download a PDF version of these webpages for offline viewing.
Another useful feature of the PDF version is that it can also be viewed on tablets and smartphones.
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Prolog: On Optimizing the Design of Introductory MathematicsProlog: On Optimizing the Design of Introductory Mathematics

Previous section: Home (Galileo's Manifesto for Science).

Next section: Standard Algebraic Tools for Linear Geometry.

Physics teachers are universally dismayed by the paltry understanding of mathematics that students bring from their mathematics
courses. Blame is usually laid on faulty teaching. But I hold that the crux of the problem is deeply embedded in the curriculum. From
the perspective of a practicing scientist, the mathematics taught in high school and college is fragmented, out of date and
inefficient!

The central problem is found in high school geometry. Many schools are dropping the course as irrelevant. But that would be a terrible
mistake, for reasons already clear to Galileo at the dawn of science.

Geometry is the starting place for physical science, the foundation for mathematical modeling in physics and engineering, and for

the science of measurement in the real world.

Synthetic methods employed in the standard geometry course are centuries out of date; they are computationally and conceptually

inferior to modern methods of analytic geometry, so they are only of marginal interest in real world applications.

A reformulation of Euclidean geometry with modern vector methods centered on kinematics of particle and rigid body motions will

simplify theorems and proofs, and vastly increase applicability to physics and engineering.

A basic pedagogical principle: The depth and extent of student learning is critically dependent on the quality of the
available mathematical tools.

Therefore, we can expect a well-designed curriculum based on vector methods to produce significant improvements in the depth,
breadth, and usefulness of student learning. Further enhancements can be expected from software that facilitates application of vector
methods.

Whether or not the high school geometry course can be reformed in practice, the course content deserves to be reformed to make it
more useful in applications.

Objective of this workshop: To demonstrate with specific examples how geometric algebra unifies high school geometry with
algebra and trigonometry and thereby simplifies and facilitates applications to physics and engineering.

References for further study:

        D. Hestenes, “Oersted Medal Lecture 2002: Reforming the mathematical language of physics," Am. J. Phys. 71: 104-121 (2003).

        D. Hestenes, New Foundations for Classical Physics (Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1986, 2nd ed. 1999) {Call it NFCM.}

Websites: 

        Modeling notes and papers (D. Hestenes)

        American Modeling Teachers Association

Previous section: Home (Galileo's Manifesto for Science).

Next section: Standard Algebraic Tools for Linear Geometry.
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Rules for Vector Addition

Rules for Multiplication by Scalars

Parametric Equations

Standard Algebraic Tools for Linear GeometryStandard Algebraic Tools for Linear Geometry

Previous section: Prolog (On Optimizing the Design of Introductory Mathematics).

The term scalar refers to a real number or variable, with properties taken for granted here. 

The concept of vector is defined by algebraic rules for combining vectors.

In addition, geometric meaning is ascribed to vectors by depicting them as directed line segments.

Thus vector a is depicted by  

(Follow links on the right to subtopics for this section.)

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Rules for Vector AdditionRules for Vector Addition

Previous section: Standard Algebraic Tools for Linear Geometry.

Next section: Rules for Multiplication by Scalars.

• Closure (The sum of vectors is also a vector)

          a + b = c 

a

b
c

b

a

c

Exercises: As appropriate, sketch geometric depictions for the following algebraic rules: 

• Commutative

          a + b = b + a          (Click here to see one depiction.)

• Associative

          (a + b) + c = a + (b + c)          (Click here to see one depiction.) 

• Additive inverse and zero vector (depicted by a point)

 a + (–a) = 0

          a + 0 = a 

• Subtraction

          a – b = a + (–b)

Previous section: Standard Algebraic Tools for Linear Geometry.

Next section: Rules for Multiplication by Scalars.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Solution: Commutative Rule for Vector AdditionSolution: Commutative Rule for Vector Addition

Return to current section: Rules for Vector Addition.

Commutative Rule Depiction (the red dot can be dragged with a mouse):

          Notice:  a + b = green path = c (red) = blue path = b + a

SMI g-group, 17 May 2013, Created with GeoGebra

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Solution: Associative Rule for Vector AdditionSolution: Associative Rule for Vector Addition

Return to current section: Rules for Vector Addition.

Associative Rule 2D Depiction (drag the black/blue/yellow dots to move the vector tips of a/b/c):

          Notice: (a + b) + c = (red) + yellow = green = black + (orange) = a + (b + c)

SMI g-group, 17 May 2013, Created with GeoGebra

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Rules for Multiplication by ScalarsRules for Multiplication by Scalars

Previous section: Rules for Vector Addition.

Next section: Parametric Equations.

(Scalar variables are typically denoted by Greek letters and/or italics) 

• Additive and multiplicative identities

          1a = a, (–1)a = –a, 0a = 0 

• Distributive

          !(a + b) = !a + !b

          (! + ")a = !a + "a 

Example: Repeated vector addition as scalar multiplication

          a + a + a = (1 + 1 + 1)a = 3a 

• Associative

          !("a) = (!")a 

• Commutative

          !a = a! 

• Magnitude and direction: Every vector a has a unique scalar magnitude  a = |a|

          and (if a ! 0) a direction (usually represented by a caret, or hat, over the vector) so that

• Collinearity. Nonzero vectors a and b are said to be collinear or linearly dependent if there is a scalar " such that

          b = "a 

• Linear independence. Nonzero vectors a1,a2,...,an are said to be linearly independent if

          x(!1,!2,...,!n) = !1a1 + !2a2 + ... + !nan

is not zero for any combination of scalars !1,!2,...,!n (not all zero). The scalars {!1,!2,...,!n} are said to be coordinates for the

vector x(!1,!2,...,!n) with respect to the basis {a1,a2,...,an}. The set {x(!1,!2,...,!n)} for all values of the coordinates is an n-

dimensional vector space.

Previous section: Rules for Vector Addition.

Next section: Parametric Equations.

a = aâ
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Parametric EquationsParametric Equations

Previous section: Rules for Multiplication by Scalars.

Next section: Introduction to Geometric Algebra and Basic 2D Applications.

Exercise: As appropriate, identify and sketch the indicated geometric figures below.

          When is it necessary to designate a particular point by the zero vector? 

• Line: x(!) = !a + b

Line segment for 0 ! ! !1

• Plane: x(!,") = !a + "b + c

Linear constraints: Sketch lines for ! = 1, 2, 3 and then for " = 1, 2, 3.

(Click here for a solution sketch.)

   Quadratic constraints: (Choose the most symmetrical parametric form)

1. !2 + "2 = 1

2. " = !2

3. !2 " "2 = 1

(Click here for solution sketches.)

News Release: Physics Education Research in a large state university found that, after completing a semester of introductory physics,
most students were unable to carry out graphical vector addition in two dimensions. The more complex skills of coordinating scalar
multiplication with vector addition were not investigated. [Nguyen & Meltzer, AJP 71: 630-638 (2003)]

Question: What are likely reasons for this unacceptable failure of mathematics instruction? 

Answers:

Failure of the math curriculum to provide timely instruction in vector methods.

Overreliance on coordinate methods in most courses.

Vectors are only sporadically employed and usually with orthogonal bases, so students have little opportunity to develop fluency

with the general features of vector algebra listed above.

Students are unclear about the geometric interpretation of vectors (see below)

Vector algebra is incomplete without rules for multiplying vectors that encode information about magnitudes and

relative direction (see the sections on GA, which fills this gap).

Previous section: Rules for Multiplication by Scalars.

Next section: Introduction to Geometric Algebra and Basic 2D Applications.
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Solution: Linear Constraints in a PlaneSolution: Linear Constraints in a Plane

Return to current section: Parametric Equations.

Given the plane x(!,") = !a + "b + c, sketch lines for ! = 1, 2, 3 and then for " = 1, 2, 3. 

In this case, we've chosen c = (2,1,0) drawn in green, a = (2,0,0) drawn in blue, and b = (1,1,0) drawn in red. In general,
vectors a and b determine the plane to which c reaches from the coordinate origin. When ! is constant and " varies, we are
constrained to a red line in the plane, parallel to vector b. When " is constant and ! varies, we are constrained to a blue line in the
plane, parallel to vector a. We can try different values of ! and " using the sliders. We can then watch how x changes by following its
vector and by reading the updating text box.

SMI g-group, 22 May 2013, Created with GeoGebra

Return to current section: Parametric Equations.
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Solution: Quadratic Constraints in a PlaneSolution: Quadratic Constraints in a Plane

Return to current section: Parametric Equations.

Given the plane x(!,") = !a + "b + c, sketch curves for the quadratic constraints listed below. 

1. !2 + "2 = 1  {Note: cos2(!) + sin2(!) = 1}

2. " = !2

3. !2 " "2 = 1  {Note: cosh2(#) - sinh2(#) = 1}

Simple symmetrical solutions:

1. x(!) = a cos(!) + b sin(!) + c  {Parametric ellipse, x(0) = a + c}

2. x(!) = a! + b!2 + c  {Parametric parabola, x(0) = c}

3. x(#) = a cosh(#) + b sinh(#) + c  {Parametric hyperbola, x(0) = a + c}

In the interactive diagram below, each of these three curves has its own slider for varying its parameter. The corresponding position
vector traces out its curve as the slider is adjusted. To reset (clearing the traces to focus on another slider), click the icon in the top
right corner of the diagram (sometimes the icon is not visible, but clicking the mouse in that corner should still work).
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SMI g-group, 22 May 2013, Created with GeoGebra

We've chosen c = (2,1,0) drawn in green, a = (2,0,0) drawn in blue, and b = (1,1,0) drawn in red. In general,
vectors a and b determine the plane to which c reaches from the coordinate origin. Notice that since a and b are not perpendicular,
neither vector c nor vector a+c points to the vertex of any of the curves. 

For the ellipse, dx/d! = b cos(!) - a sin(!) is a tangent vector to the curve and at !=0 vector b is parallel to this tangent. In the demo
above, move the black slider to !=0 and check this statement graphically.

For the hyperbola, dx/d" = a sinh(") + b cosh(") is a tangent vector to the curve and at "=0 vector b is again parallel to this tangent.
In the demo above move the orange slider to "=0 and check this statement graphically.

Considering the last two paragraphs, notice further that !=0 and "=0 are where the ellipse and hyperbola intersect each other, are
tangent to each other, and therefore share b as a common tangent vector.

For the parabola, dx/d! = a + 2!b is a tangent vector to the curve and at !=0 this time vector a is parallel to this tangent. It is
interesting to observe in the demo (although not so easy to prove algebraically) that vector b is parallel to the axis of symmetry, even
though it doesn't pass through the vertex. 

Return to current section: Parametric Equations.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Introduction to Geometric Algebra and Basic 2D ApplicationsIntroduction to Geometric Algebra and Basic 2D Applications

Previous section: Parametric Equations.

Subtopics for this section:

          Defining and Interpreting the Geometric Product 

          Rotors and Rotations in the Euclidean Plane 

          Vector Identities and Plane Trigonometry with GA 

          Modeling Real Objects and Motions with Vectors

          High School Geometry with Geometric Algebra 

          Basic Kinematic Models of Particle Motion

Free Particle Model

Constant Acceleration Model

Circular Motion Model

General Kinematic Theorem

General Keplerian Motion

          Planar Rigid Body Motion and Reference Frames

          The Zeroth Law of Physics

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Defining and Interpreting the Geometric ProductDefining and Interpreting the Geometric Product

Previous section: Introduction to Geometric Algebra and Basic 2D Applications.

Next section: Rotors and Rotations in the Euclidean Plane.

The algebraic properties of vector addition and scalar multiplication are insufficient to characterize the geometric concept of a vector as
a directed line segment, because they fail to encode the properties of magnitude and relative direction. That deficiency is corrected by
defining suitable algebraic rules for multiplying vectors.

Geometric product: The product ab for vectors a, b, c is defined by the rules

• Associative: (ab)c = a(bc)

• Left distributive:         a(b + c) = ab + ac

• Right distributive:      (b + c)a = ba + ca 

• Euclidean metric: a2 = a2,

where a = |a| is a positive scalar (= real number) called the magnitude of a.

In terms of the geometric product ab we can define two other products, a symmetric inner product

          (1)    a·b = !(ab + ba) = b·a

and an antisymmetric outer product 

          (2)    a∧∧b = !(ab " ba) = " b∧∧a

Adding (1) and (2), we obtain the fundamental formula

          (3)    ab = a·b + a∧∧b called the expanded form for the geometric product. 

Our next task is to provide geometric interpretations for these three products. 

Exercise: For a triangle defined by the vector equation a + b = c,

a

b
c

derive the standard Law of Cosines:  a2 + b2 + 2a·b = c2, and so prove that the inner product a·b is always scalar-valued.

{Just multiply c2 = (a + b) (a + b) and use the Euclidean metric above and definition (1) above for the inner product.
  Notice also that if a and b are perpendicular, using the Pythagorean Theorem we can conclude a·b is zero (and vice versa).
  Further, if a and b are perpendicular, using formulas (1) & (2) above, a∧∧b = ab = !(ab " ba), which means ab = " ba.}

Therefore, the inner product can be given the usual geometric interpretation as the length of a perpendicular projection of one line
segment on the direction of another.
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a

b

^.a b

The outer product  a∧∧b = ! b∧∧a  generates a new kind of geometric quantity called a bivector, that can be interpreted geometrically
as directed area in the plane of a and b.

a
b

a

b

=a^b b^a-

We have shown that the geometric product interrelates three kinds of algebraic entities: scalars (0-vectors), vectors (1-vectors), and
bivectors (2-vectors) that can be interpreted as geometric objects of different dimension. Geometrically, scalars represent 0-
dimensional objects, because they have magnitude and orientation (sign) but no direction. Vectors represent directed line segments,
which are 1-dimensional objects. Bivectors represent directed plane segments, which are 2-dimensional objects. It may be better to
refer to a bivector

as a directed area, because its magnitude B = |B| is the ordinary area of the plane segment and its direction

represents the plane (and orientation) in which the segment lies, just as a unit vector represents the direction of a line. The shape of
the plane segment is not represented by any feature of B, as expressed in the following equivalent geometric depictions for
B (with counterclockwise orientation):

= = =B B B

Prove the following: 

          Given any non-zero vector a in the plane of bivector B, one can find a vector b such that

B = ba = –ab, 

B2 = !|B|2 = !a2b2,

aB = –Ba, that is, B anticommutes with every vector in the plane of B. 

{Looking again at the depictions directly above, it should be clear we can pick a b perpendicular to a
and also in the plane of B so that the rectangle depicting b∧∧a has the magnitude and orientation of B.

Further, since we've picked b to be perpendicular to a, by the arguments in the exercise above, 
B = b∧∧a = ba = – ab. Then, B2 = (–ab) (ba) = – a2b2 = ! a2b2 = !|B|2 < 0.

B = BB̂

B̂



Finally,  aB = – aab = ! a2b = ! baa = – Ba.}

          Every vector a has a multiplicative inverse: 

that is, geometric algebra makes it possible to divide by vectors.

{Simply multiply a on either side by a/a2. As usual, we must assume a"0.}

Prove the following theorems about the geometric meaning of commutivity and anticommutivity:

a·b = 0    !    ab = !ba Orthogonal vectors anticommute!!          {See the exercise above.}

a = #b    !    a∧∧b = 0    !    ab = ba          Collinear vectors commute!!

The problem remains to assign geometric meaning to the quantity ab without expanding it into inner and outer products.

Previous section: Introduction to Geometric Algebra and Basic 2D Applications.

Next section: Rotors and Rotations in the Euclidean Plane.

= =a!1 1
a

a
a2

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013



Rotors and Rotations in the Euclidean PlaneRotors and Rotations in the Euclidean Plane

Previous section: Defining and Interpreting the Geometric Product.

Next section: Vector Identities and Plane Trigonometry with GA.

Let i denote the unit bivector for the plane. As you were asked to prove in the previous section, i2 = !1, so i has the properties of
the unit imaginary in the complex number system (although it has extra properties, too, since, for example, you also proved that i
anticommutes with vectors in its plane). However, by relating it multiplicatively to vectors, GA endows i with two new geometric
interpretations:

• Operator interpretation: Multiplication by i rotates vectors in its plane through a right angle. We can assign an orientation to i
so that left multiplication by i rotates vectors in its plane through a CCW (counterclockwise) right angle. Thus, any vector a is
rotated into a vector b given by the equation ia = –ai = b, with the action of i depicted by the directed arc in the
diagram (Alternatively, we could just as well assign the opposite orientation to i, so that right multiplication by i still
rotates a into b in the diagram.):

a

b

• Object interpretation: Bivector i represents a unit plane segment, as expressed by the following depictions and equations (for
a and b perpendicular unit vectors):

a

b

a

b
= abiR= baiL

If we'd like i to behave as in the previous paragraph (Operator interpretation), choose i = iL, so that:

          ia (counterclockwise rotation) = iLa = baa = b = aab = aiR = - ai

Note: most GA authors think of the green bivector iL as having a CW (clockwise) orientation and the pink bivector iR as having a CCW
orientation. That is independent of how we wish to view their behavior as right angle rotators for vectors in their plane. Since bivectors
anticommute with vectors in their plane, multiplying vectors in the plane on the right or the left will produce opposite rotations. As we
see here, multiplying a vector in the plane on the right by a CCW bivector will result in a CCW rotation (and hence most authors favor
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this, feeling comforted by the operation resulting in the same orientation as the bivector used for the operation). However, here we
chose to multiply on the left by a CW bivector to produce a CCW rotation. We did it this way (this time) to point out the equally
reasonable possibility and because you are probably more accustomed to seeing operators "attack" from the left. 

The operator interpretation of i generalizes to the concept of rotor U! , the entity produced by the product ba of unit vectors with
relative direction !.

Rotor U! = ba is depicted as a directed arc on the unit circle. Reverse U!† = ab.

a

b
θ

Uθ
!Uθ

Defining sine and cosine functions from products of unit vectors: 

a2 = b2 = 1,               i2 = "1               b·a ! cos ! b∧∧a ! i sin !

i

cos θ

sin θ

a

b

θ

The blue bivector

sin θi
represents

Rotor: U!     = ba = b·a + b∧∧a = cos ! + i sin ! ! ei!

Rotor equivalence of directed arcs is like vector equivalence of directed line segments:

U

U

U

a

a a

Product of coplanar rotors is equivalent to addition of angles:    U!U" = U!+" = U"U!  or    ei!ei" =  ei(!+") :



Uθ Uφ

Uθ

Uφ
θ+U φ

Rotor-vector product = vector:    U! v  =  ei! v  =  u :

Uθ Uθ

v

u

v

Thus rotor algebra represents the algebra of 2d rotations!

The concept of rotor generalizes to the concept of complex number interpreted as a directed arc:

0 1 λ

U

z !z

0 1 λ

!U

          z = "U = "ei! = ba (for some two vectors in the plane, of as yet unspecified lengths, separated by !) 

Reversion = complex conjugation:    z† = "U† = "e#i! = ab

          zz† = "2 = (ba)(ab) = a2b2 = |z|2 

          Modulus:    |z| = " = |a| |b|

Relation to standard complex number notation:    z = Re(z) + i Im(z) = ba 

          with         Re(z) = $ (z + z†) = b·a i Im(z) = $ (z # z†) = b∧∧a

(This representation of complex numbers in a real GA is a special case of spinors for 3d.)

Note the new GA Roots of unity:

Previous section: Defining and Interpreting the Geometric Product.

Two roots of !1 : = ±i,!1! !!!

Many roots of +1 : = , 1.+1! !!! â



Vector Identities and Plane Trigonometry with GAVector Identities and Plane Trigonometry with GA

Previous section: Rotors and Rotations in the Euclidean Plane.

Next section: Modeling Real Objects and Motions with Vectors.

Exercise 1: Prove the following vector identities and show that they are equivalent to trig identities for unit vectors 
in a common plane.

(a)    (a·b)2 ! (a∧∧b)2 = a2b2

(b)    (a∧∧b)(b∧∧c) = b2a·c ! (a·b)b·c

Hint: Expand abbc in two different ways.

 Exercise 2: Use rotor products to derive the trigonometric "sum of two angles" formulas:

          (a)    cos(!+") = ??

          (b)    sin(!+") = ??

(Click here for solutions to exercises on this page.)

Plane (Euclidean) Trigonometry can be reduced to two basic problems: 

          (a) Solving a triangle

          (b) Solving the circle (composition of rotations). 

A triangle relates 6 scalars:  3 sides (S) & 3 angles (A):

a

b
c c

b

a

α

β

!

          Given 3 of these scalars (SSS, SAS, SSA, ASA, AAS, AAA), 
          solving the triangle consists of determining the other 3 scalars.

Laws of the triangle follow directly from the geometric product: 

(a)    Law of cosines (scaled projection):  a2 + b2 ! 2ab cos " = c2

          (b)    Law of sines (areas)
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          (c) Angle laws:

• Supplementary angles (interior/exterior)

• Sum of interior angles

• Sum of exterior angles

Exercise 3: Derive these laws with GA and interpret with diagrams, such as the following:

a

b
c

a

b
c

a

b
caΛc

aΛb

cΛb

Is it obvious that the green, yellow, and blue areas are all the same and equal to twice the triangle's area? If not, you can prove that
by starting with c = a + b on your way to proving the law of sines.

(Click here for solutions to exercises on this page.)

Previous section: Rotors and Rotations in the Euclidean Plane.

Next section: Modeling Real Objects and Motions with Vectors.

= =sin!
a

sin"
b

sin#
c

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Solutions: Vector Identities & Plane Trig with GASolutions: Vector Identities & Plane Trig with GA

Return to current section: Vector Identities and Plane Trigonometry with GA.

Exercise 1: Prove the following vector identities and show that they are equivalent to trig identities for unit vectors 
in a common plane.

          (a)  Expand abba to derive the trig Pythagorean Identity:

or, pulling out the magnitudes (leaving unit vectors) and writing these as rotors:

          (b)  Looking at the equation we are asked to prove and at part (a) above, we'll save a little typing

by factoring out all the magnitudes (divide both sides by ab2c) and using unit vectors. These
magnitudes can always be put back in later, if desired. 
The hint was to expand abbc two different ways:

We will have completed the proof if we can show the last expression inside square brackets is zero.
Remember we were also supposed to consider only the case where the three vectors are coplanar.

This Primer has been concentrating on two dimensional descriptions and examples of GA, so we 
haven't yet learned that the expression in square brackets can be written as b·(a∧∧b∧∧c), which is
more clearly zero if the three vectors are coplanar. Since our toolbox of tricks is still a bit empty,
how can we show the expression in square brackets is zero? You should be able to convince yourself
that if a is parallel or antiparallel to c, the expression is zero. Yet, if a and c are not colinear, we can
write b in terms of them and see what happens to the expression:

= abba = (a !b + a "b) (b !a + b "a)a2b2

= (a !b + a "b) (a !b # a "b) = #(a !b)2 (a "b)2

= + = ! + !(a !b)2 a "b$$ $$2 a2b2 cos2 a2b2 sin2

abba = ( )( ) = =a2b2 âb̂ b̂â a2b2 ei!e#i! a2b2

= (cos! + i sin!)(cos! # i sin!) = ( ! + !)a2b2 a2b2 cos2 sin2

( ) = = ! + " = ( )( ) = ( ! + " )( ! + " )â b̂b̂ ĉ âĉ â ĉ â ĉ âb̂ b̂ĉ â b̂ â b̂ b̂ ĉ b̂ ĉ

= ( ! ) ! + ( " )( " ) + ( ! ) " + ( ! ) "â b̂ b̂ ĉ â b̂ b̂ ĉ â b̂ b̂ ĉ b̂ ĉ â b̂

( " )( " ) = ! # ( ! ) ! # [( ! ) " # ( ! ) " + ( ! ) " ]â b̂ b̂ ĉ â ĉ â b̂ b̂ ĉ b̂ â b̂ ĉ b̂ b̂ â ĉ b̂ ĉ â b̂
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That was a lot of work. Is it equivalent to some trig identity? As in part (a) above, rotor notation will help:

It turns out our GA identity is equivalent to the trig identity for the cosine of the sum of two angles.
Notice, even here, we require the three vectors to be coplanar, so that the unit bivector i represents
the same plane in all of these rotor expressions.

Exercise 2: Use rotor products to derive the trigonometric "sum of two angles" formulas.

We've begun this derivation in the last group of expressions above.

Exercise 3: Prove the following triangle theorems.

a

b
c c

b

a

α

β

!

(a)  Derive the law of cosines. Let ! be the angle between the directions of a and b. Then ! is its
supplementary angle.

! ! + " , = 1 = + + 2!" "b̂ â ĉ b̂b̂ !2 "2 â ĉ

( " ) # $ ( " ) # + ( " ) #b̂ â b̂ ĉ b̂ b̂ â ĉ b̂ ĉ â b̂

= (! + " " )! # $ # + (! " + ")" #â ĉ â ĉ â ĉ â ĉ â ĉ

= ( + !" " $ 1 + !" " + ) # = 0!2 â ĉ â ĉ "2 â ĉ

! = cos# + i sin# , ! = cos$ + i sin$âb̂ ei# b̂ĉ ei$

( )( ) = = = = cos(# + $) + i sin(# + $)âb̂ b̂ĉ ei#ei$ ei(#+$) âĉ

( # )( # ) = " $ ( " ) "â b̂ b̂ ĉ â ĉ â b̂ b̂ ĉ

      % (i sin#)(i sin$) = cos(# + $) $ cos# cos$

cos# cos$ $ sin# sin$ = cos(# + $)

= = cos(# + $) + i sin(# + $) = ( )( )âĉ ei(#+$) âb̂ b̂ĉ

= (cos# + i sin#)(cos$ + i sin$)
= (cos#cos$ $ sin#sin$) + i(sin#cos$ + cos#sin$)

(a) cos(# + $) = cos#cos$ $ sin#sin$

(b) sin(# + $) = sin#cos$ + cos#sin$

= = (a + b)(a + b) = + + (ab + ba)2 2 2 2



          (b)  Derive the law of sines.

a

b
c

a

b
c

a

b
caΛc

aΛb

cΛb

These results should be clear with the help of the previous two diagrams. Now, if we divide all terms
by i abc, we have the law of sines.

          (c)  Derive triangle laws for supplementary angles (interior/exterior), sum of interior angles, and
sum of exterior angles. 

Above, we've assumed previous knowledge that ! and ! are supplementary angles. Let i be the unit
CCW bivector in the plane of the paper. Then ! is the rotor angle taking the direction of a into the
direction of b, while ! is the rotor angle taking the direction of b into the direction of !a.

For considering sums of angles, let's look at general n-sided simple (sides intersect only at corners)
polygons. Let all the edge vectors connect tip-of-one-to-tail-of-next, tracing around the polygon in a 
general CCW direction. An exterior angle is defined as the turning angle to get from the direction of 
one edge vector to the direction of the next edge vector. If the next edge vector makes a CW turn, that
will count as a negative exterior angle. We have already shown above that each corresponding interior
angle will be supplementary to its exterior angle. We'll use rotors to represent turning from one edge
to the next. 

= = (a + b)(a + b) = + + (ab + ba)c2 c2 a2 b2

= + + 2a !b = + + 2ab cos! = + " 2ab cos"a2 b2 a2 b2 a2 b2

a #c = a #(a + b) = a #b = (a + b) #b = c #b
i ac sin# = i ab sin($ " ") = i ab sin" = i cb sin%

[ (" )] = = = (" ) =âb̂ b̂ â ei!ei" ei(!+") â â ei$

Therefore :  ! + " = $

! ! ! =ei!1ei!2 ei!n ei2$

Sum of exterior angles = + + ! ! ! + = 2$!1 !2 !n

($ " ) + ($ " ) + ! ! ! + ($ " ) = n$ " 2$!1 !2 !n

Sum of interior angles = (n " 2)$



Modeling Real Objects and Motions with VectorsModeling Real Objects and Motions with Vectors

Previous section: Vector Identities and Plane Trigonometry with GA.

Next section: High School Geometry with Geometric Algebra.

News Bulletin: The World Health Organization has announced a world-wide epidemic of the Coordinate Virus in mathematics and
physics courses at all grade levels. Students infected with the virus exhibit compulsive vector avoidance behavior, unable to conceive
of a vector except as a list of numbers, and seizing every opportunity to replace vectors by coordinates. At least two thirds of physics
graduate students are severely infected by the virus, and half of those may be permanently damaged so they will never recover. The
most promising treatment is a strong dose of Geometric Algebra.

It may be surprising that the concept of vector is so difficult for students, since intuitive notions of direction and distance are
essential for navigating the everyday world. Surely these intuitions need to be engaged in learning the algebraic concept of vector, as
they are essential for applications. The necessary engagement occurs only haphazardly in conventional instruction, and that is
evidently insufficient for most students.

One barrier to developing the vector concept is the fact that the correspondence between vector and directed line segment has
many different interpretations in modeling properties of real objects and their motions:

• Abstract depiction of vectors as manipulatable arrows has no physical interpretation,
though it can be intuitively helpful in developing an abstract geometric interpretation.

• Vectors as points designate places in a Euclidean space or with respect to a physical reference frame.
Requires designation of a distinguished point (the origin) by the zero vector.

• Position vector x for a particle which can move along a particle trajectory  x = x(t)
must be distinguished from places which remain fixed.

• Kinematic vectors, such as velocity  v = v(t) and acceleration are tied to particle position x(t).
Actually, they are vector fields defined along the whole trajectory.

• Dynamic vectors such as momentum and force representing particle interactions.

• Rigid bodies. It is often convenient to use a vector a as a 1d geometric model for a rigid body like a rod or a ruler.
Its magnitude  a = |a|  is then equal to the length of the body, and its direction  a/a  represents the body’s orientation,
or, better, its attitude in space. The endpoints of a correspond to ends of the rigid body,
as expressed in the equation

for the position vectors of a continuous distribution of particles in the body. 
Note the crucial distinction between curves (and their parametric equations) that represent particle paths 
and curves that represent geometric features of physical bodies.

Exercises with Barycentric Coordinates: 

(1)  Discuss and sketch values of the parametric equation  x = !a + !b  with the constraint  ! + ! = 1.

x(!) = + !a {0 ! ! ! 1}x0
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(2)  For the parametric equation  x = !a + !b +γc  with  ! + ! + " = 1,
discuss values of the parameters that give vertices, edges and interior points of a triangle. 

          (3)  Discuss the relation of barycentric coordinates to center of mass.

     (Click here for solutions.)

Previous section: Vector Identities and Plane Trigonometry with GA.

Next section: High School Geometry with Geometric Algebra.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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  August Ferdinand Möbius

(1790 - 1868)

Solution: Barycentric CoordinatesSolution: Barycentric Coordinates

Return to current section: Modeling Real Objects and Motions with Vectors.

Möbius is credited with introducing barycentric coordinates in 1827. We'll discuss their relationship
to center of mass in exercise (3) below.

(1)  Discuss and sketch values of the parametric equation  x = !a + !b
with the constraint  ! + ! = 1.

It is obvious that (!=1, !=0) corresponds to  x = a.
(This can be thought of as a point in space or

as the tip of vector a from some origin in space.)
Also, (!=0, !=1) corresponds to  x = b.

Therefore, varying parameter ! ("#$!) slides us along the line connecting
          the points a and b (that is, the line connecting the tips of a and b). 

          Another way to see this is to rewrite the parametric equation, using the constraint, as  x = a + !(b - a).  
          All of the previous conclusions are still true. We start at a and slide along (b - a), the vector pointing          

from a to b. If ! (and therefore !) is in the range [0,1], x is somewhere on the connecting line segment.
If ! and ! are outside that range, x is still on the line, but outside the connecting line segment.

          The sketch of this parametric line is included in the diagrams below. It corresponds to the blue "=0 line
          connecting points a and b.

(2)  For the parametric equation  x = !a + !b +γc  with  ! + ! + " = 1,
        discuss values of the parameters that give vertices, edges and interior points of a triangle. 

          Assume the nontrivial case that the three points are not colinear and therefore define a triangle in a plane.

Similar to exercise (1) above, we can replace ! with (1 - ! - ") to get  x = a + !(b - a) + "(c - a).
          We can think of a as a coordinate origin (and a vertex of the triangle), and (b - a) and (c - a) as
          two general coordinate axes (or two sides of the triangle). Now that coordinates ! and " are unconstrained, 
          x spans the whole plane of the triangle. 
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a

b

c

α=0

β=0

β= -1

β=1

β=2

ϒ= -1

ϒ=0

ϒ=1

ϒ=2

α=1

It should be obvious that values of (!,!,") given by (!=1,0,0), (0,!=1,0), and (0,0,"=1) correspond to
          the triangle vertices a, b, and c.

          We can use the results of exercise (1) to see about the triangle edges. When "=0, we are reduced 
exactly to exercise (1). Then (0#!#1, 0#!#1, "=0) corresponds to the edge connecting a to b.
By the same logic, (!=0, 0#!#1, 0#"#1) corresponds to the edge connecting b to c and
(0#!#1, !=0, 0#"#1) corresponds to the edge connecting a to c.

          From the diagram above, we can see that the half-plane above the !=0 line corresponds to !>0, the
half-plane left of !=0 corresponds to !"0, and the half-plane right of "=0 corresponds to ">0.

          The intersection of these three half-planes is the interior of the triangle, so (and again, we can see
this in the diagram above) the interior of the triangle corresponds to (0<!#1, 0<!<1, 0<"<1).

          Outside the triangle, one of the parameters is greater than 1, which makes at least one other 
          parameter negative. We can draw these same conclusions another way:

a

b

c

a-c

β=0

5x

4x

3x
2x

x1

- c
- c

- c

- c

- c

          How can we tell algebraically whether a point x is above the !=0 line or below it? What is different 
          between the points {x1, x2, x3} and the points {x4, x5}? Notice that for the top three points 
          (x-c)∧∧(a-c) has a CCW orientation, whereas for the bottom two points it has a CW orientation.
          We can capitalize on that difference. Remember, if two bivectors in the same plane with the same
          orientation are multiplied, we get a negative number. In our diagram, (b-c)∧∧(a-c) has a CCW



          orientation also, so multiplying by (x-c)∧∧(a-c) for any x in the top half-plane is negative:

          We've therefore proven that to be in the same half-plane as the triangle, we must have 0<!.
Using the same argument, we can show that we must also have 0<! and 0<". Yet, ! + ! + " = 1,
and so again we find the interior of the triangle corresponds to (0<!"1, 0<!<1, 0<"<1).

          The following is an interactive triangle to develop your intuition on barycentric coordinates. The
          point X can be grabbed and dragged by holding down the left mouse button. First, check the 
          conclusions above by moving X to the triangle's vertices and to various points on the edges. 

SMI g-group, 6 February 2013, Created with GeoGebra

          Theorem:  The fractional areas (ratio of subtriangle area to total triangle area) of the red, green, and blue
subtriangles in the interactive example above are equal to !, !, and ", respectively.

          You might convince yourself of the theorem by playing with the interactive triangle above. It is clear the three
          subtriangular areas add up to the total. We'll use oriented wedge products to calculate the areas. If X is outside
          the triangle, you may have noticed one or two parameters are negative. It turns out, by adding oriented areas,

the signed algebraic sum still adds correctly to the total positive area. Given (!,!,"), we can calculate X from its

[(x ! c) "(a ! c)][(b ! c) "(a ! c)] < 0

x = !a + "b + #c = !a + "b + (1 ! ! ! ")c
   # x ! c = !(a ! c) + "(b ! c)

[{!(a ! c) + "(b ! c)}"(a ! c)][(b ! c) "(a ! c)] < 0

(a ! c) "(a ! c) = 0 # " < 0[(b ! c) "(a ! c)]2

< 0 # 0 < "[(b ! c) "(a ! c)]2

http://www.geogebra.org/
HP_Administrator
Highlight



original defining equation. What if we knew X and wanted to find the corresponding (!,!,")? It turns out the
          answer to this question also gives us the ratios of subareas to total area we are after. There are various ways to
          calculate them, but here's one way:

(3)  Discuss the relation of barycentric coordinates to center of mass.

          Say the three points a, b, and c in the triangle above have masses m1, m2, and m3 respectively and are
          connected by massless, rigid rods. The position of the center of mass of that system is given by:

This is the same equation we started with for exercise (2). But there (!,!,") were variable parameters
          and here we're finding the center of mass of a system of three fixed masses. What's going on?

          Well, let the masses be variable, then the center of mass can move around as those variables change.

          In the interactive triangle above, when we move point X to a place inside the triangle and we end up
with values for (!,!,"), we're saying that if we wanted that point to be the center of mass, we would
simply arrange for the relative masses to be (!,!,").

          If we think about supporting the triangle with a string attached to the ceiling at X, then the barycentric
          coordinates correspond to the required relative weights to keep the triangle balanced. Now we can even
          see what it means to move X below the !=0 line resulting in a negative ! parameter. If we hung the
          triangle with a string from that point (assuming a magical masseless frame to tie the string to), what 
          we're saying with the negative ! parameter is that to balance the triangle we need another string tied
          from the ceiling to point b (negative weight).

Return to current section: Modeling Real Objects and Motions with Vectors.

x = !a + "b + #c and ! + " + # = 1 !
 x " a = "(b " a) + #(c " a) and x " b = !(a " b) + #(c " b)

Wedge the righthand equation on the left with (c " b) :

 ! = =
(c " b) #(x " b)
(c " b) #(a " b)

2(red CW subarea)
2(total CW area)

Apply similar tricks to the lefthand equation to get :

 " = =
(x " a) #(c " a)
(b " a) #(c " a)

2(green CW subarea)
2(total CW area)

 # = =
(b " a) #(x " a)
(b " a) #(c " a)

2(blue CW subarea)
2(total CW area)

= $ !a + "b + #cXCM
a + b + cm1 m2 m3

+ +m1 m2 m3

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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High School Geometry with Geometric AlgebraHigh School Geometry with Geometric Algebra

Previous section: Modeling Real Objects and Motions with Vectors.

Next section: Basic Kinematic Models of Particle Motion.

Nonparametric equation for a line {x} through point a with direction u:    (x ! a) ∧∧ u = 0. 

Exercises:

          (1)  Sketch the line. 

          (2)  Derive an equivalent parametric equation for the line with  u2 = 1.

          (3)  Find the directed distance d from the origin 0 to the line and sketch. 

          (4)  Find the directed distance from an arbitrary point y to the line.

Hints:

(2)  Write  (x!a)·u = !  and solve for  x = !u + a.

          (3)  x∧∧u = a∧∧u = du. Sketch the directed areas and solve for d. 

(Click here for solutions to exercises on this page.)

Rigid displacements in a plane: Congruence and measurement

y'

r'

x

y

rθ

O

a

O'

x'= Rx+a

Rx
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Equations for a rigid displacement of particles in a body or points in a reference frame:

          x → x! = Rx + a R = ei" R! = e#i"

          y → y! = Ry + a          

Rigid displacement of an interval:

          r = x # y    →    r! = x! # y! = R(x # y)

or

          r! = Rr = rR! 

Invariants of rigid displacements:  Euclidean distance:    (x! # y!)2 = (x # y)2

Previous section: Modeling Real Objects and Motions with Vectors.

Next section: Basic Kinematic Models of Particle Motion.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013



Solutions for Straight Line RepresentationSolutions for Straight Line Representation

Return to current section: High School Geometry with Geometric Algebra.

Nonparametric equation for a line {x} through point a with direction u:    (x ! a) ∧∧ u = 0. 

          This equation is saying, since a is on the line, x will be on the line if and only if vector x!a is parallel to vector u.

Exercises:

          (1)  Sketch the line. 

Here's an interactive diagram showing the line and bivectors mentioned in the other exercises below.
Use the mouse to drag the point P along the line. You can also drag the free copy of u around for comparison
purposes. It doesn't change the picture at all whether we consider u to be a unit vector or not.

SMI g-group, 21 March 2013, Created with GeoGebra
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          (2)  Derive an equivalent parametric equation for the line with  u2 = 1.

Hint:    Write  (x!a)·u = !  and solve for  x = !u + a.

Using the hint:

Or, more directly, since our line equation means vector x!a is parallel to vector u, our last equation 
follows immediately.

          (3)  Find the directed distance d from the origin 0 to the line and sketch. 

Hint:    x∧∧u = a∧∧u = du. Sketch the directed areas and solve for d.

See the interactive diagram above for the sketches. Our defining line equation shows that
x∧∧u = a∧∧u. That is, these bivectors are equivalent. Our interactive diagram above depicts them
as parallelograms; the blue one travels and changes parallelogram shape as the point moves
along the line, the green one is fixed. But, as we can also see from the diagram, we might as
well represent that bivector as a fixed (yellow) rectangle. Solving:

          (4)  Find the directed distance from an arbitrary point y to the line.

Let's call this directed distance from an arbitrary point D. This amounts to calling the origin y instead 
of O, so we can just slightly alter our last result:

Return to current section: High School Geometry with Geometric Algebra.

0 + ! = (x ! a) " + (x ! a) # = (x ! a)û û û
 ! = (x ! a) = x ! aû ûû

d = a "u = a "u!1 û û

D = (a ! y) " û û

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Basic Kinematic Models of Particle MotionBasic Kinematic Models of Particle Motion

Previous section: High School Geometry with Geometric Algebra.

Kinematics: The geometry of motion.

Subtopics for this section:

Free Particle Model

Constant Acceleration Model

Circular Motion Model

General Kinematic Theorem

General Keplerian Motion

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Free Particle ModelFree Particle Model

Previous section: Basic Kinematic Models of Particle Motion.

Next section: Constant Acceleration Model.

Sketch a motion map for the algebraic model:    x(t) = x0 + vt 

          [Note that including the origin or coordinates in the map introduces arbitrary and unnecessary complications.] 

          This is really the same equation as the parametric equation in exercise (2) of High School Geometry with GA
for a straight line, x(!) = a + !u. We've just used t (for time) as our parameter name here and changed the names

          of the constant vectors. The link to Solutions for the exercises on that page shows an interactive diagram.

Derive a nonparametric equation for this model, and relate it to angular momentum.

          Again, we could refer to the link mentioned in the previous paragraph, where the exercises started with a
          nonparametric equation. We can get back to that kind of form by wedging our equation above on both
          sides by the constant velocity v. But, we may as well wedge with mv so that we see the relationship to 
          angular momentum:

x(t)∧∧(mv) = x0∧∧(mv)

          That is, the angular momentum of the free particle at any time is a bivector with the same orientation and
          value as the initial angular momentum bivector. These bivectors can also be seen as the blue and green 
          bivectors in the interactive diagram referred to above, where the diagram's vector a is replaced by our x0
          and the diagram's vector u is replaced with mv.

Previous section: Basic Kinematic Models of Particle Motion.

Next section: Constant Acceleration Model.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Constant Acceleration ModelConstant Acceleration Model

Previous section: Free Particle Model.

Next section: Circular Motion Model.

Constant acceleration model (without coordinates!!):

(hodograph)  (trajectory)

v

½ g t 2

½ g t

½ g t

/tr

r
0v

t0v

g t

2 /tr

0v

0v

v

v

Vector algebraic model (where r = range = x - x0):

= g ! v = + gt = v ! x = + t + gdv
dt

v0
dx
dt

x0 v0
1
2

t2

(v + ) = " v # = gt1
2

v0
r
t

v̄ v0
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          Reduces all projectile problems to "solving a parallelogram!!"

Problem: Determine 

          (a)  the range r of a target sighted in a direction  r/r  that has been hit by a projectile,
launched with velocity  v0, 

          (b)  the launching angle for maximum range, 

          (c)  the time of flight.

          General case: Elevated target.

Complicated solution with rectangular coordinates published in AJP. 

Much simpler GA solution in NFCM (see references in Prolog).

(Click here for solutions for this problem.)

          Simplest case: r is horizontal. 

Hint: Consider (v - v0)(v + v0)

(Partial solution follows below on this page.) 

Solving a parallogram with GA:          v ! v0 = gt v + v0 = 2r/t

g t

2 /tr

0v

0v

v

v

          We eliminate t by multiplication:    (v + v0)(v - v0) = 2rg

Expanding:    v2
 ! v02 + v0v ! vv0 = v2

 ! v02 + 2v0∧∧v = 2(r·g + r∧∧g)

          Separately equating scalar and bivector parts, we get:

v2
 ! v02 = 2r·g v0∧∧v = r∧∧g

          The first equation may be recognized as conservation of energy (loss in KE = gain in PE).

          The second equation represents a geometry theorem:

If a parallelogram has area A, 
a new parallelogram, made with the diagonals of the first, has area 2A.

For r horizontal, we have 
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g t

2 /tr

0v

0v

v

v

θ
θ

Hence, the horizontal range formula:

The general GA solution for an elevated target and time of flight is derived in NFCM.

Previous section: Free Particle Model.

Next section: Circular Motion Model.

r !g = 0 " = "v2 v0
2

#v = sin(2!) = r #g = rg$$v0 $$ v0
2 $$ $$

r = sin(2!)v0
2

g

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013



Solution: Constant Acceleration Projectile/Target ProblemSolution: Constant Acceleration Projectile/Target Problem

Return to current section: Constant Acceleration Model.

Problem: Determine 

          (a)  the range r of a target sighted in a direction  r/r  that has been hit by a projectile,
launched with velocity  v0, 

          (b)  the launching angle for maximum range, 

          (c)  the time of flight.

(We'll work out the formulas first, then show an interactive diagram at the bottom of this page.)

We're given the sighting direction, call it ϕ  above the horizontal (it can be negative if the target is in a valley),
the initial muzzle speed v0, and the firing angle, call it ! above the horizontal. Common sense restrictions:

- !/2  <  ϕ  !  !  <  !/2

We'll take i to be the unit CCW bivector in the vertical plane. Then, multiplying any vector in the plane on the right
by i will rotate that vector by  !/2  CCW. Here's a diagram summarizing our notation and the equations of motion:

v

v

0
v

0
v

g t½

/tr

θ

ϕ

θ-ϕ

!/2-"

!/2+!

Knowing the angles in the red/blue/green triangle and the magnitude v0, we can solve the triangles for r, v, and t. 
We can summarize the given angles in the problem by writing the following useful rotor equations:
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We could use the law of sines to solve the triangle. As we've seen before when discussing vector identities, the law 
of sines can be derived from equating three different expressions to calculate the area of the triangle, using wedge 
products. Using those wedge products directly:

The first equality allows us to solve for time of flight:

The second equality of the triangle wedge products above gives the total range (now that we know t):

Now we've answered parts (a) and (c) of the problem. For part (b), we are asked, given a fixed muzzle speed,
what firing angle ! should be use to get maximum range along that sighting direction? There are various
ways to calculate this from the range formula.

We can see from the numerators (bivectors or trig functions) that one term gets larger when ! gets closer to ϕ+!/2,
while the other gets larger when ! appoaches zero. One reasonable guess (at this point it's only a guess, but it turns out 
to be correct) is that the answer is halfway between: !r_max = ϕ/2 + !/4. Of course, we could take the derivative of
the trig numerator with respect to ! and set that derivative to zero to find the desired firing angle (which confirms
our guess). Or, we could use trig sum-of-two-angles identities to get:

As an extra check (and practice with GA), we can get the same result another way:

=               ! " = i sin(! # ")r̂v̂0 ei(!#") r̂ v̂0

= = i ! " = i cos!ĝv̂0 ei(#/2 + !) ei! ĝ v̂0

= = i ! " = i cos"ĝ r̂ ei(#/2 + ") ei" ĝ r̂

" = gt " = gt "r
t

v0
1
2

r
t

1
2

v0

" = " = "rv0
t

r̂ v̂0
gr
2

ĝ r̂ gtv0
2

ĝ v̂0

t = =2v0
g

"r̂ v̂0
"ĝ r̂

2v0
g

sin(! # ")
cos"

r = t = =v0
"ĝ v̂0
"ĝ r̂

2v2
0

g
"r̂ v̂0
"ĝ r̂

"ĝ v̂0
"ĝ r̂

2v2
0

g
sin(! # ") cos!

"cos2

sin(! # ") cos! = [sin(! # " + !) + sin(! # " # !)] = [sin(2! # ") # sin(")]1
2

1
2

 2 # " = #/2 ! = "/2 + #/4!r_max !r_max



Let's take another look at what this angle means. When looking at the trig form of the numerator in the range
formula, we thought of it as the average between 0 and ϕ+!/2, an interpretation based on the formula without
much geometric insight. However, we might also think of it as the average of (halfway between) ϕ and !/2 (the
vertical direction, the direction of !g). This interpretation comes about naturally from the derivation of this
angle found in NFCM. This interpretation makes the result more intuitive. If we want maximum range, 
choose the firing angle to be halfway between the sighting angle and the vertical.

v 0_r_max
^

- ĝ

r̂

r - g^ ^

We've now solved the three parts of the problem, but there are still some interesting results to mention.

We should also find that maximum range and perhaps time of flight for maximum range. We could insert
the angle found for max range into the formulas for range and time of flight, and then manipulate to a clean
result with trig identities. Instead, we'll use GA. It will be easier to find the max range first. This last diagram 
aids in simplification. For one thing, it shows that the two bivector ratios in the range formula are the same.

= i ! = i i = iv̂0 ĝ ei! d
d!

v̂0 ĝ ei! v̂0

0 " ( # # ) = #( i) # + # #( i)d
d!

r̂ v̂0 ĝ v̂0 r̂ v̂0 ĝ v̂0 r̂ v̂0 ĝ v̂0

= i $ # + # $ ir̂ v̂0 ĝ v̂0 r̂ v̂0 ĝ v̂0

= i = i!( $ + # ) ( $ + # )"r̂ v̂0 r̂ v̂0 ĝ v̂0 ĝ v̂0 2
! "r̂ v̂0 ĝ v̂0 2

0 = i = % cos(2! % ") ! = "/2 + #/4! i "ei(!%") ei!
2

!r_max

= = =rmax
2v2

0
g

#r̂ v̂0m
#ĝ r̂

#ĝ v̂0m
#ĝ r̂

2v2
0

g
#r̂ v̂0m

#ĝ r̂
#(% )v̂0m ĝ
#ĝ r̂

2v2
0

g ( )#r̂ v̂0m
#ĝ r̂

2

= = ! # = =v̂0m v̂0_r_max
%r̂ ĝ
%&&r̂ ĝ&&

r̂ v̂0m
0 % #(% )r̂ ĝ

%&&r̂ ĝ&&
#ĝ r̂
%&&r̂ ĝ&&

= = =rmax
2v2

0
g ( )1

%r̂ ĝ

2
v2

0
g

1
1 % $r̂ ĝ

v2
0

g
1

1 + sin"

= = =tr_max
2rmax

g

% %%%%%%! 2v0
g
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%&&r̂ ĝ&&

v0
g
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Below is an interactive diagram for this problem. We can try various experiments and draw quite a lot of conclusions
from this diagram. Don't forget the handy reset button in the top right corner of the diagram (it's always there even though
not always visible). We're using the fixed values g = 9.8 m/s2 and v0 = 7 m/s. Our problem is for a fixed muzzle speed and
we've chosen this one as convenient for the dimensions of the diagram. We have a slider for sighting angle ! 89° " ϕ " 89°,
one for firing angle ϕ < ! " 90°, and one for time 0 < t " time of flight. The parabolic flight path modifies to its correct

shape r(t) = v0t + #gt2 as the angles change. The time slider moves the projectile along its path. Turning on animation
shows the projectile slow down at higher altitudes and speed up at lower ones. Turning on the trace makes the projectile
leave a track in its wake. The values of the current projectile position (Pos), the firing angle for maximum range and 
the value of that max range are show dynamically on the left side of the diagram. Varying the firing angle slider should 
allow you to verify these values.

Ideas to investigate using the interactive diagram:

1. Make the sighting angle to the target horizontal (ϕ = 0). Vary the firing angle and verify that maximum range

occurs at 45° and that the max range is v0
2/g = 72 / 9.8 = 5m.

2. Recreate the trajectory envelope as shown in Figure 2.5, Chapter 3 of NFCM. Make the sighting angle
horizontal. Turn on the trace. As you vary through the range of firing angles, use the time slider to keep the
projectile "as far out as possible." You'll notice the shape of the enclosing envelope develop. Does the envelope
seem to be 5 units wide (from origin to max range) and 2.5 units high as stated in Figure 2.5?

You can reset and check out the shape of the envelope for different sighting angles.

3. Recreate the locus of vertex ellipse in the same Figure 2.5 mentioned in our last paragraph. Reset the diagram,
set the sighting angle to zero degrees, set the time slider for the vertex (peak) of the parabolic path, then
turn on the trace. Now vary through all possible firing angles. Notice the trace draws what looks like an elliptical
path showing the locus of vertices for the family of projectile paths.

What happens to that apparent elliptical locus as the sighting angle is changed to larger angles?

4. Reset the diagram. Set the sighting angle to 0 degrees. Move the time slider all the way to the right (time of
flight for this path). Note the time. Move the time slider until the particle is at max height (vertex). Is the time
exactly half the time of flight? Now try different sighting angles. It should be obvious (since we hit the target
at a different elevation than we start out with) that the time at the vertex is then not half the total time of flight.
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5. Reset. Set the sighting angle to 0 degrees. Move the time slider all the way to the right (time of flight).

Notice there is only one firing angle which will get you to max range (5m), and it takes about 1.0s. Now, 
suppose our target is only at a range of 4m. You can get there with two different firing angles, one direct
and low (takes about 0.63s), the other a lob (takes twice as long in this case for the flight). 

Is it a coincidence that the lob seems to take exactly twice as long as the more direct shot? What are the two 
times if the target is only at 3m?

Notice this is different from (but easily confused with) the standard freshman physics problem of solving

for time in the path equation r(t) = v0t + !gt2 for when we achieve a particular altitude. We usually break
the equation into horizontal and vertical parts and solve the vertical quadratic equation for t. The two answers
then correspond to the time to reach that altitude on the way up and the longer time to drop past that
altitude again on the way down. That's not what we're looking at here. Yes, it's the same path equation, 
and it's clearly quadratic in t, but we're not asking for the times to pass a certain altitude along the path,
we're looking instead at the total time of flight to hit our target. 

If the target r and the velocity v0 is given (that is, both speed and firing angle are given), there is only one time
of flight possible (given in our formulas above). 

And, if we are going for maximum range, there is only one time of flight possible. But, if the muzzle speed is 
larger than needed for max range (that is, our target is closer than max range) and the firing angle is allowed to 
vary, we see in the interactive diagram that there are two different firing angles which reach our target, 
naturally in two different times.

Let's gather data for two targets and see if anything interesting pops out. 

Case 1:  Reset, trace off, ϕ = 0°, target at 4m. Two hits: (! = 26.6°, t = 0.64s) & (! = 63.4°, t = 1.28s).
Remember our max range firing angle for this case is 45°. Notice our two hits correspond to 
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! = 45° ± 18.4°. Is this symmetry a coincidence (the ratio of times equal to 2 was a coincidence)? 

Case 2:  Reset, trace off, ϕ = 30°, target at 1.81m. Two hits: (! = 40.5°, t = 0.294s) & (! = 79.8°, t = 1.26s).
Our max range firing angle can be seen to be 60°. Our two hits correspond to ! = 60° ± 19.6°. 
This symmetry has been seen now at different sighting angles. Perhaps there's a theorem here?

We've calculated the max range firing angle in the equations above, so these experimental results are not too 
surprising. When the sighting angle is ϕ = 0°, halfway between that and the vertical is 45°. When the sighting
angle is ϕ = 30°, halfway between that and the vertical is 60°.

But, it is interesting that the two firing angles to hit a closer target are spaced symmetrically around the max
range firing angle. This turns out not to be a coincidence. While we explain this, go back to the interactive 
diagram, reset the diagram, and click on the Show Velocity Space checkbox. You'll see a blue parallelogram
representing the one at the top of this page, with the v0 sides as blue vectors and the v sides as pink
vectors. These vectors (and the parallelogram) always follow the projectile dot, showing the initial firing
velocity (whose magnitude is fixed, but angle can vary) and the final velocity at the current dot position. 
You'll see the parallelogram follow along as you move the three sliders. 

One thing to note about this parallelogram is that it is not to scale with the rest of the diagram, and it can't
be, because its sides represent velocity (m/s), while the rest of the diagram is showing positions (m). It 
shouldn't be too difficult to remember we are looking at two different kinds of graphs on the same diagram.

As shown in NFCM, we can glance at the diagram at the top of this page and get two pieces of very useful
information:

These relationships are true for any of the particle paths in our interactive diagram. We are considering the
case where the target vector is given and we want to compare two paths to get there, the direct shot, which
we'll call path 1, and the lob, which we'll call path 2. Our initial speed is constant, only the firing angle varies.
The scalar part of our last equation is the well-known conservation of energy equation for our projectile model.
Since our two paths end up at the common target, this equation tells us the landing speeds of both paths are
equal to each other. The right hand side of the bivector part of our last equation tells us for the two paths:

That is, the areas of our blue parallelogram in the interactive diagram have the same value for either 
the direct shot or the lob. With the parallelogram now visible, revisit Case 1 and Case 2 above. The only 
extra thing to do is to set the time slider to max (time of flight) so that our final speeds are the same for the 
two paths as described in the last paragraph. Then, keep your eye on the area value on the bottom left of 
the window. Notice how it varies as the firing angle (and therefore the shape of the parallelogram) varies. But,
also notice that both paths leading to the same target always have the same parallelogram area, as
predicted by our last equation. For the two associated paths, since the sides of the parallelogram have the
same values (speeds) and the areas are the same, the two parallelograms for these paths are similar, 
and therefore the ratios of, for example, long diagonal to short diagonal must be the same for both: 

So, the product of the times of flight for these two paths is a known quantity. We can use this in the path
equations to learn something about the firing angles of these two paths:

(v ! )(v + ) = (gt)( ) = 2grv0 v0
2r
t

! = 2g "r and v # = g#rv2 v0
2 v0

# = #v1 v01 v2 v02

= $ =gt2

2r/t2

2r/t1
gt1

t1t2
2r
g



Remember from above that the last vector in this equation points midway between the sighting direction and
the vertical, and we saw that was the direction of the firing angle for maximum range. But now we see two
unit vectors add to this same direction. That is, we've proven our suspected theorem that the two firing 
angles (for direct and lob paths) are spaced symmetrically around the max range firing angle.

The last question to answer here is, given the target position, what are the two times of flight and firing angles
we could use? It might be nice to have formulas to check against our interactive diagram. Actually, we have 
pretty simple formulas above for the firing directions if we can first find the times of flight for the two paths.

The problem we started with at the top of this page was, given the initial speed and firing angle, find the time
of flight and range along the target line of sight. So, although we found a formula for time of flight, it involved
the given firing angle. But now, we're given the range (less than max range) and wish to find times of flight
and firing angles. We can eliminate the firing angle by squaring it out of the path equation, leaving t as the 
only unknown. It's a bit of an ugly quadratic, but we can clean it up some with an algebra theorem:

r = t + g ! = "v0
1
2

t2 v̂0
r
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As a final check, let's work out Case 2 above and compare with the results found with the interactive
diagram:

Return to current section: Constant Acceleration Model.

= (! ! ") , = (! + ")t1
v0
g t2

v0
g

Check : = ( ! ) = =t1 t2
v0

2

g2
!2 "2 v0

2

g2
2rg
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2
2r
g

= = 0.362rg
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2

(1.81)(9.8)
(7)2

1 + = 1 ! sin# = 1 ! 0.362 sin = 0.819r "g
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2
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2
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! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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g

7
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7
9.8
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Circular Motion ModelCircular Motion Model

Previous section: Constant Acceleration Model.

Next section: General Kinematic Theorem.

Motion on a circle of radius  r = |r|  centered at point c:

          Trajectory:  x = c + r(t)   [Sketch motion map including unit circle.]

(Click here for sketch of motion map.)

Radius vector:  r = ei!(t)r0          [Left multiplying by i, the unit CW bivector, causes CCW rotation.]

          Velocity:  v = dr / dt = !r = "ir          

          Angle of radius vector:  !          Angular speed:  " = d! / dt    (> 0 for CCW motion)

          Path length:  s = r! Speed:  v = r"

          Rotor:  R = ei! Angular velocity:  ! = i"

          Rotor equation of motion:  dR / dt = !R

UCM (Uniform Circular Motion)   ⇒ " = constant ⇒ ! = "t ⇒ r = ei"tr0

Previous section: Constant Acceleration Model.

Next section: General Kinematic Theorem.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Solution: Motion Map for CircleSolution: Motion Map for Circle

Return to current section: Circular Motion Model.

In the diagram below, you can drag the black dot pointed to by initial radial vector r0 and the blue dot pointed to by 

vector r(t). The standard angle values (zero at the rightward horizontal, increasing in the CCW direction) are shown at

the upper left of the diagram, updating as the dots are moved. In the general case, !(t) can be any function of time. 

Its time derivative is designated "(t). For Uniform Circular Motion (UCM), " is a constant. Multiplying any vector 

in the plane on the left by the unit CW bivector i rotates the vector a quarter turn CCW. We can see the direction of

the velocity vector {v(t) = "(t) i r(t)} in the diagram riding along with r(t). A green unit circle is also shown, as well

as the purple arclength s = r! created by the blue dot's motion.

SMI g-group, 25 May 2013, Created with GeoGebra
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General Kinematic TheoremGeneral Kinematic Theorem

Previous section: Circular Motion Model.

Next section: General Keplerian Motion.

x = x(s) = parametric equation for particle path.          

x = x(t) = parametric equation for particle trajectory. 

          Path length:  s = s(t)

          Velocity:  

          Speed:  v = ds / dt

          Therefore, tangent direction: 

This summary is generally valid for position histories in any dimension. We can always say the current tangent direction can be
thought of as a rotation of the initial tangent direction (or of any reference direction). And, the rotation plane and rotation amount can
always be represented by some unit bivector i and some angle !. But, since this GA summary has been concerned mainly with two
dimensional applications, restricting ourselves to a fixed plane, we will consider the unit bivector i to be constant for the theorems
below.

Theorems: 

          Velocity:  v is tangent to the particle path (trajectory). 

          Acceleration:

points inside the curving path and the radius r of the osculating circle 
is defined by  v = ds / dt = r |d!/dt|.

Exercise: A particle slides on the frictionless track below subject to a force  mg + N = m dv / dt  that keeps it on the track. Sketch its
velocity v and acceleration a at the indicated points:

= v = v =dx
dt

v̂ dx
ds

ds
dt

= =v̂ dx
ds

ei! v̂0

a ! = ( v) = + iv = ( ± i )dv
dt

d
dt

v̂ v̂ dv
dt

d!
dt

dv
dt

v2

r v̂
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N

m g

v0

          (Click here for solution.)

Previous section: Circular Motion Model.

Next section: General Keplerian Motion.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Solution: Particle on Frictionless TrackSolution: Particle on Frictionless Track

Return to current section: General Kinematic Theorem.

A particle slides on the frictionless track below subject to a force  mg + N = m dv / dt  that keeps it on the track. Sketch its

velocity v and acceleration a at the indicated points.

The velocities are sketched below with blue arrows. Their directions are trivial, since they are always tangent to the path.

Intuitively, you might correctly guess that the particle speeds up going downhill and slows down going uphill, so the blue vectors

should be longer at lower elevations. 

We can pin down the relationship between speed and elevation by working with the starting equation. Since N is always perpendicular

to v, dotting both sides by v simplifies and leads us to the familiar conservation of energy theorem. Certainly g and v0 offer two

natural constant directions. We may as well define the elevation at point ④ to be y ! 0 and the elevation at the start (or point ⑥ or

point ⑨) to be y0, which is also 2R (the diameter of the hoop).

Therefore, we can see how speed varies with elevation:

(mg+ N = m ) !v " mg ! + 0 = m(v + v)dv
dt

dx
dt

1
2

dv
dt

dv
dt

" ( m # mg !x) = 0 " m # mg !x = constant.d
dt

1
2

v2 1
2

v2

KE $ m , PE $ #mg !x = mgy.1
2

v2

=( m + mg )1
2

v0
2 y0

top
( m + mgy)1

2
v2

anywhere

v = =+ 2g( # y)v0
2 y0

# #################! + 4gR(1 # y/ )v0
2 y0

# #####################!

= = ,     % , = ,v0 v6 v9 v1 + 0.4gRv0
2# ############! v4 + 4gRv0

2# ##########!

% % = = , %v2 v8 v5 v7 + 2gRv0
2# ##########! v3 + 3gRv0

2# ##########!
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N

m g

v0

③

②

①

④

⑤

⑥

⑦
⑧

⑨

The accelerations are sketched with red arrows. Of course they are not (can't be; units are different) to the same scale as the blue

velocities, so we are just comparing the sizes and directions of the red arrows relative to each other. The direction of an acceleration

can be estimated by seeing how the blue velocity vector is changing, that is by considering !v, because  a = dv / dt.  For point ①, for

example, notice that v is rotating CW and growing, since the particle is sliding downhill:

v①∆v①_next

v①_prev

This logic also explains why the acceleration vector points inside a curving path. The normal component of acceleration is often

called the centripetal or radial component, aR . Of course, there will also be a component along the path, a|| , if the speed is changing.

We can combine the general expression for acceleration given earlier with the equation of motion for this example to get:

Notice that g⊥ and N are in the same direction at point ⑥ and in opposite directions at point ④. The radial acceleration (v2/r) is

affected greatly in our example by the radius of curvature, r, of our frictionless path. We saw above that the speed increases as the

elevation decreases, but r varies more wildly because of the shape of our path. In the circular loop, r = R. At points ②, ③, ⑧, and ⑨,

r = ", so the radial acceleration is zero. And, at point ①, we can estimate r # R/2. With these ideas, you may now agree with the

qualitative features of the red arrows in the diagram above.

There's no need for further detail here, except to compare the two points ④ and ⑥ at the bottom and top of a vertical frictionless

circle. These points are often compared in textbooks for a track as above or a cyclist in an amusement park exhibit or a rock attached

to a string. What initial speed does the cyclist need so that the cycle maintains contact with the track at the top (N > 0)? How fast can

we twirl the rock so that maximum tension (N at the bottom) doesn't break the string?

a = = + = g + = + ( + )dv
dt

v̂ dv
dt

âR
v2

r
N
m g! g"

N
m

= , = +#
#
dv
dt

#
# ##g!##

v2

r
#
#g"

N
m

#
#



For the rock on a string being swung at the slowest speed to maintain a vertical circle, the string had better be at least strong enough

to hold six such rocks! We can see the circular track had better also use some sturdy construction at the bottom. At first, it may seem

strange that the centripetal acceleration at the bottom is only 4g more than at the top while the normal force at the bottom is 6mg

more than at the top, but that's because, as mentioned above, g and N point in the same direction at the top and in opposite

directions at the bottom.

Return to current section: General Kinematic Theorem.

= = ! = ! ( + 4g)a(4) aR(4) ĝ
v(4)

2

r ĝ v0
2

r

= = + = +a(6) aR(6) ĝ
v(6)

2

r ĝ v0
2

r

= m ! mg = !mg ( + 5)N(4) a(4)
v0

2

rg

= m ! mg = +mg ( ! 1)N(6) a(6)
v0

2

rg

= + 4g , = + 6mgaR(4) aR(6) N(4) N(6)
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       Johannes Kepler       Johannes Kepler

(1571 - 1630)

General Keplerian MotionGeneral Keplerian Motion

Previous section: General Kinematic Theorem.

Next section: Planar Rigid Body Motion and Reference Frames.

General Keplerian motion under an inverse square force.

Reference: 

          NFCM {= New Foundations in Classical Mechanics, 2nd Ed., 1999}, Chapter 4.  

(1) Dynamical model: 

(2) Problem: Reduce to algebraic model by finding constants of motion.

          (a) Angular momentum:

          (b) Eccentricity vector ! in:

Hints [See link under part (3), below, for more detail.]:

m = !dv
dt

k
r2

r̂

L = mr "v = mr2 r̂ dr̂
dt

Lv = k( + !)r̂
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(3) Model analysis. Derive the following algebraic features of the model. 
[Details are fully worked out in NFCM and see link below for more detail and an example.]

          (a) Energy

is constant and related to eccentricity and angular momentum by

          (b) Orbit:

[Note: orbit is not a trajectory, which gives position as a function of time.]

          (c) Hodograph: 

Show this is a circle by deriving the non-parametric equation (u is the hodograph center, see below)

          (d) Classification of orbits (by eccentricity, energy & hodograph center u):

Circle:          ! = 0          E = - mk2/(2L2)  u = 0

Ellipse:       0 < ! < 1          E < 0 u < |k|/L  

Parabola:          ! = 1 E = 0 u = |k|/L  

Hyperbola:          ! > 1 E > 0 u > |k|/L  

          (e) Initial value problem: Determine L and ! given m, k, and one concurrent value of v and r.

(Click here for more derivation details and an example of elliptical orbit with associated hodograph.)

(i) mr ! = (mr !v) = r ! f (r) = 0 (Central force)dv
dt

d
dt

(ii) L = " = kdv
dt

kL
mr2

r̂ dr̂
dt

E = m "1
2

v2 k
r

" 1 =!2 2 EL2

mk2

r = r = r( )   (for L # 0)$$ $$ r̂

r = where % = (± for attractive/repulsive force)± %
1 + ! & r̂

L2

m k$$ $$

v = v( ) = ( + !)   (orbit in velocity space)r̂ k
L

r̂

=(v " u)2 k2

L2
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(4) Scattering problem: Given asymptotic initial velocity and angular momentum, find vf = vfinal.

          (a) Asymptotic conditions:

          (b) Eccentricity conservation: 

This solves the scattering problem completely!! 

          The remaining problem is to reformulate it in terms of observed quantities:

          Scattering angle ! and impact parameter b are defined and related as follows: 

which is the relationship known from Rutherford scattering (Coulomb scattering)!

Previous section: General Kinematic Theorem.

Next section: Planar Rigid Body Motion and Reference Frames.

E = m ! m " = = =1
2

v2 k
r ! #!!

r#$
1
2

v0
2 v0 %%v0%% %%vf%% 2E

m

! !!!!
&v = 0 " = ! , =r̂ L

mr ! #!!
r#$

r̂0 v̂0 r̂f v̂f

L ! k = L ! kv2 r̂2 v1 r̂1

" (L ! k) = (L + k)v0 v̂f v0 v̂0

" = ( )vf
L + kv0
L ! kv0

v0

= =vf v0 ei' e!i' v0

L = bm = and = iv0
2bE
v0

L̂ k
k%% %%

= = =ei' L ! kv0
L + kv0

2ibEk/ k ! k%% %%
2ibEk/ k + k%% %%

2ibE ! k%% %%
2ibE + k%% %%

" b = cot( ')%
%

k
2E

%
%

1
2
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Further Central Force Details & Derivations Further Central Force Details & Derivations 

Return to current section: General Keplerian Motion.

Let's summarize and fill in some derivations from this section. We start with the equation of motion (Newton's 2nd Law for an

attractive inverse square force):

We can use this to model the usual cases of a planet attracted by gravity to a massive sun, a satellite bound to Earth's gravity, or

perhaps a small iron puck attracted to a strong permanent magnet fastened to an air hockey table. These models assume the center of

force (our origin in the equation) is fixed (the one body problem), although the two body problem can be transformed into this

equation using center of mass considerations. 

Next, we define the angular momentum of the particle and show it is a constant of motion:

Now that we see L is one constant of motion, we can find another using the equation of motion and the expression above for L:

because the bivector L anticommutes with any vector in its plane. We'll use that constant to define the eccentricity and see that it is

another constant of motion. It helps to have centuries of mathematical efforts by others to build upon, so that now we can use GA

and hindsight to find elegant expressions and an efficient line of thought to produce results. In addition to artistic enjoyment, clarity

and elegance often lead to new insights.

We have two constants of motion. You probably know the total energy is another, although it is not independent of these two. We can

m = !v̇ k
r2

r̂

L " mr #v = mr #( + r ) = mṙr̂ ṙ̂ r2 r̂ ṙ̂

(because = 1 $ % = 0)r̂2 r̂ ṙ̂

= (mr #v) = mv #v + mr #L̇ d
dt

v̇

= 0 + mr # (! ) = 0 $ L = constantk
mr2

r̂

(Lv ! k ) = L ! k = L(! ) ! k( ) = 0d
dt

r̂ v̇ ṙ̂ k
mr2

r̂ Lr̂
mr2

Lv ! k = constant " k!r̂
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derive the standard expression by dotting the equation of motion with velocity v:

Therefore, the total energy (kinetic plus potential) is conserved:

It isn't an independent constant, however, since we can write energy in terms of eccentricity and angular momentum:

Now we'll find the orbit, the shape of the space curve followed by the particle. That is, we'll get an expression for r(!), where ! will be

the angle between our current position vector and the constant eccentricity (a convenient reference direction). That's pretty useful,

because then we know the shape of the orbit and can find the velocity corresponding to any position, and (see NFCM) can even derive

Kepler's laws of planetary motion. But, it isn't a trajectory, which would be an expression for r(t). For that, we would need to find the

angle as a function of time. As shown in NFCM (section 4-4), Kepler found an expression for time as a function of angle, but it's a

transcendental equation, and hence not reversible by algebraic means. To get the orbit, dot the eccentricity definition with the

direction of the particle:

Remember k would be negative for a repulsive force. The numerator in the final expression, the semi-latus rectum, is always positive

since by convention it is defined to be the distance from the center of force to the particle when the particle direction is perpendicular

to the eccentricity vector. For an attractive force, we can write the standard polar formula for conic sections:

Since we know the angle just grows as the orbit is traversed and L tells us which way the orbit is being traced, we can get an

expression for the vector position as a function of angle:

0 = v !(m + ) = ( mvv) + ( rr) = ( m ) + ( )v̇ k
r2

r̂ d
dt

1
2

k
r3

d
dt

1
2

d
dt

1
2

v2 k
r3

d
dt

1
2

r2

= ( m ) + = ( m " )d
dt

1
2

v2 k
r2

dr
dt

d
dt

1
2

v2 k
r

E # m " = constant = K + V (r)1
2

v2 k
r

= (Lv " k )(Lv " k ) = " " k( Lv + Lv )k2!2 r̂ r̂ k2 L2v2 r̂ r̂

= + + k(L v " Lv ) = + + (mr $v)k2 L2v2 r̂ r̂ k2 L2v2 2kL
mr

= + " = + ( m " ) = + Ek2 L2v2 2kL2

mr k2 2L2

m
1
2

v2 k
r k2 2L2

m

Therefore : E = ( " 1)mk2

2L2
!2

k! ! = (Lv " k ) ! = " k = Lv $ " k = " kr̂ r̂ r̂ !Lv "r̂
0

r̂ "L2

mr

 r = ( ) = ± ( ) # ±L2

mk
1

1 + ! ! r̂
L2

m k%% %%
1

1 + ! ! r̂
&

1 + ! ! r̂

r(") = &
1 + !cos(")

r(" = ! ) =!̂ r̂
/ (mk)L2

1 + !cos(")
!̂e "L̂



The hodograph formula also follows from the eccentricity definition:

This gives us velocity as a function of direction and shows that all possible velocities can be visualized using a circle of radius |k|/L.

(Click here for an example of elliptical motion and an interactive orbit/hodograph diagram.) 

Return to current section: General Keplerian Motion.

Lv = k + k!r̂

v = k ( + !) = ( + !) L ! k + uL"1 r̂ k

L2
r̂ L"1 r̂

= =(v " u)2 k2L"1 r̂L"1 r̂ k2

L2
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Example: Elliptical Orbit & HodographExample: Elliptical Orbit & Hodograph

Return to current section: General Keplerian Motion.

Remember k>0 for an attractive force. We already have position, velocity, and acceleration as functions of direction:

To end up with elliptical motion, the values of m, k, rinit, and vinit will result in 0<!<1. 

Over hundreds of years many, many ellipse parameter relationships and theorems have emerged. The point of the orbit closest to the

center of force is called the pericenter in the general case (perigee for a satellite around Earth, perihelion for a planet around the

sun). The center of force is at one focus of the ellipse. The point furthest from the focus is generally called the apocenter (apogee for

an Earth satellite, aphelion for a solar planet). The distance from the center of the ellipse to the focus is called the focal length, f.

Here are some common ellipse parameters and relationships derivable from the orbit and velocity equations above:

The semiminor axis intersects the ellipse where the particle is midway between pericenter and apocenter. At that moment, v is parallel

to !. We can use that property to find b:

r = r = ( )           {! = }r̂ !
1 + !cos"

!̂e "L̂ L2

mk

v = = ( + !)ṙ k
L

r̂ L̂

= = "v̇ r̈ k
mr2

r̂

= r(" = 0) = = r(" = #) =rmin
!

1 + !
rmax

!
1 " !

a = semimajor axis = =+rmin rmax

2
!

1 " !2

f = focal length = = a " = a!
"rmax rmin
2

rmin

b = semiminor axis

0 = !#v = $ 0 = ! %( + !) = ! % +!!v"
2

r̂ r̂ !2

= = = armid
!

1 + ! % r̂
!

1 " !2

Right triangle : = + = +a2 b2 f2 b2 a2!2

b = a 1 " !2
" """"""!
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Specific Example:

          Initial conditions: (We need to specify m, k, and initial values of v and r.  All other values can be calculated.)

          These values were chosen to give convenient dimensions in the interactive diagram below. 

          Assume appropriate units are used. The constants of motion fit conditions for elliptical motion:

          Other ellipse parameters are also easy to calculate:

          In the following interacive diagram, we let the hodogram ride along with the particle. 

          This is not necessary (the orbit and hodogram are independent), but may aid visualization.

          Also, the orbit (drawing distances) and hodogram (drawing velocities) have different units.

          Finally, we can calculate some hodograph parameters:

In the following interactive diagram, use your mouse (hold down the left mouse button and drag) to pull the yellow dot (our particle)

around in a CCW direction. You should be able to check whether all distances and velocities seem correct around the orbit. Check

values at the ellipse extrema. Can you estimate the value of the semi-latus rectum using the grid?  

m = 1           k = 20           = 2           = 4rinit â vinit b̂

L = L = m ! = 8 = 8L̂ rinit vinit âb̂ L̂

E = m " = "21
2

vinit
2 k

rinit

= 1 + = # ! = 3/5 = 0.6!2 2EL2

mk2
9

25

$ = = 3.2 = = 2 = = 8L2

mk
rmin

$
1 + !

rmax
$

1 " !

a = ( + ) = 5 f = a! = 3 = a "1
2

rmin rmax rmin

b = a = 41 " !2
" """"""!

v(pericenter) = ( + !) = 2.5(1 + !) = 4k
L

r̂ L̂ !̂ L̂ b̂

v(apocenter) = 2.5(" 1 + !) = " 1!̂ L̂ b̂

u % k ! = = 1.5L"1 k!
L

!̂ L̂ b̂

v " u = hodograph radius = = 2.5&& && k
L



SMI g-group, 25 May 2013, Created with GeoGebra

Interesting tidbit:

          This is a central attractive force, so the acceleration is always towards the ellipse focus, but only at pericenter and apocenter

is that direction also perpendicular to the orbit path. At those two points, the acceleration is all centripetal, and therefore can be

written in the well known form of v2/r. Thus, looking at magnitudes in the equation of motion, we may be tempted (even knowing that

temptations are often dangerous!) to write:

for either the pericenter or apocenter. Yet, this equation is incorrect! You can try a quick check with the numbers in our example

above (v=4, r=2 or v=1, r=8) to see it doesn't work. What's wrong? Well, the r in v2/r is supposed to be the radius of curvature at

that point in the particle's orbit. The radius of curvature obviously varies along the ellipse. What is its value at the two positions of

interest? We could use this formula properly and work backwards. Call the radius of curvature at either point !. By symmetry, we had

better get the same value at either pericenter or apocenter.

m =v2

r
k
r2

http://www.geogebra.org/
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That's a neat result. What if we wanted the general expression for the radius of curvature at any point around an ellipse? Well, we

could go on perhaps forever discovering tidbits about ellipses. We'll try for a little restraint and settle for answering this final question

on the subject. Here is a formula for finding the radius of curvature for any curve in polar form, such as our r(!):

Getting to that last expression from the formula may be even more painful than one imagines by staring at the formula. But, there it

is, and it agrees with our previous discovery for !=0 or !=!.

Here's a better method, applicable to a general space curve. The formula involves velocity and acceleration, for which we have

expressions at the top of this page, and is much easier to understand, to derive, and at least in our case, to use. We start with

expressions for the unit tangent vector and the unit normal vector to any curve, expressions involving rates of change with respect to

arc length and the definition of radius of curvature. 

Now we can plug in our expressions for velocity and acceleration:

m = ! ! = m /kv2

!
k
r2

v2r2

( = ± ) = ( = ± ) =v2 r̂ !̂ k2

L2
(" ± 1)2 r2 r̂ !̂ "2

(1 ± ")2

!( = ± ) = = "r̂ !̂ m
k

k2

L2
"2

!   = =    "
[ + ]r2 ( )dr

d#

2 3/2

+ 2 # r$
$$
r2 ( )dr

d#

2
rd2

d#2

$
$$

[1 + ]( )"sin#
1 + "cos#

2 3/2

= = = v/v =T̂ dr
ds

dr
dt

dt
ds

v̂

= = ( ) =dT̂
ds

1
! N̂ 1

v
d
dt

v
v

v # vv̇ v̇
v3

= % = !%T̂ N̂
! v̂ v # vv̇ v̇

v3
v % v̇

v3
! = v3

v %$$ v̇$$



This is the same formula as given above in polar coordinate form. It may at first seem like a more complicated procedure, but consider

the differences. 

In the polar case we gave a very complicated formula (without the very complex proof) and presented the final answer without

showing the agonizing trig derivatives, expanding, grouping of terms and factoring involved. Even then, it was a formula valid only for

planar motion.

In the second method, we derived the much simpler expression for radius of curvature, a formula valid for 3D space curves.

Then we filled in the steps needed to apply the formula to our ellipse. Finally, notice that to apply the formula, we took NO

derivatives! The only derivatives needed were finished earlier by getting the velocity and acceleration formulas, and to get those we

performed only a few very simple derivatives. Finally, our orbit parameter was not the arc length, nor did we know any functions of

time. We can use this formula for radius of curvature if we know velocity and acceleration as functions of any parameter at all.

Return to current section: General Keplerian Motion.

! = = = !
k3

L3
+ !""r̂ ""3

k2

Lmr2
"
"!(1 + ! ) "r̂ L̂

2

"
"

kmr2 + !""r̂ ""3

(1 + ! # )L2 r̂

+ !""r̂ ""3

(1 + ! # )r̂ 3

= ! = !!"( + !) ( + !)r̂ r̂ r̂ r̂

(1 + ! # )r̂ 2
#$

3/2 !"(1 + ! )(1 + !)r̂ r̂

(1 + ! # )r̂ 2
#$

3/2

= ! !"(1 + ! # + !$ )(1 + ! # % !$ )r̂ r̂ r̂ r̂

(1 + ! # )r̂ 2
#$

3/2

! = ! 1 %!" (!$ )r̂ 2

(1 + ! # )r̂ 2
#$

3/2
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Planar Rigid Body Motion and Reference FramesPlanar Rigid Body Motion and Reference Frames

Previous section: General Keplerian Motion.

Next section: The Zeroth Law of Physics.

A reference system assigns each particle a definite position with respect to a given rigid body (or reference frame). The set of all
possible position vectors is a 3D Euclidean vector space called the position space of the frame.

Time dependent rigid displacement of one reference frame with respect to another is completely specified by a time
dependent 

Accordingly, a particle path  x = x(t)  in the unprimed frame is mapped into a particle path  x!(t) = R(t) x(t) + a(t)  in the primed
frame. For this formula, we envision the unprimed frame represents the frame attached to the rigid body,which is being
displaced with respect to the primed frame. Also implicit in this expression is the idea that both frames agree on a common time
parameter.

When it proves convenient, we can often choose time t=0 as the time when the two frames coincide (that is, we imagine a
snapshot at this time and define the primed frame to match this snapshot copy). Thus, we can take the viewpoint that the primed
frame is our fixed snapshot copy of the rigid body frame as the rigid body displaces past in its travels. In such a case, we would
have !(0)=0, R(0)=1 and a(0)=0. We are considering this all taking place in a single plane, so both frames agree on the same unit
bivector, i. Any particle (attached or unattached to either frame) will be seen to have a path designated by x(t) with respect to the
rigid body and x!(t) with respect to the snapshot copy frame. 

Problem: Suppressing the time argument and writing

          derive the following equations relating velocities and accelerations in the two frames aligned at time t=0:

          (Click here for solution and example.)

Newton’s 1st Law (implicitly) defines an inertial frame as a rigid body with respect to which every free particle has constant
velocity.

Principle of Relativity requires that the laws of physics are the same in all inertial systems. 
          [First formulated by Galileo and incorporated by Newton as a corollary in his theory.]

rotor R(t) = and translation vector a = a(t)ei!(t)

= and = = i = i R = WR = RWẋ dx
dt

Ṙ dR
dt

d!
dt

ei! !̇

= R( + Wx) +ẋ! ẋ ȧ

= R[ + 2W + ( + )x] +ẍ! ẍ ẋ Ẇ W2 ä
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Problem (see link below for a solution): Apply this to Newton’s 2nd Law to prove that any two inertial frames are related by 
a Galilean transformation

x  →  x! = Rx + c + ut                    where R, c and u are constant.

Derive therefrom the Galilean velocity addition theorem:    v! = v + u .

Exercise (see link below for a solution): Inside a cable car climbing a slope with constant velocity v0, an object is dropped 
from rest. Derive equations for the trajectory within the car and with respect to the earth outside.

Problem: Discuss invariance of Newton’s first and second laws with respect to 
Galilean time translation and scaling:   t  →  t! = !t + ! where ! and ! are constant.

(Click here for solutions for these Galilean transformation problems and exercises.)

Previous section: General Keplerian Motion.

Next section: The Zeroth Law of Physics.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Solution: Planar Rigid Body TransformationsSolution: Planar Rigid Body Transformations

Return to current section: Planar Rigid Body Motion and Reference Frames.

General time dependent (planar) displacement of a rigid body (and its attached unprimed frame) with respect to a fixed t=0 snapshot

copy (the primed frame) is given by a time dependent rotor and translation vector. Using them we can transform the path of a particle

given as a time dependent position vector (in the unprimed frame) into the equivalent path seen by the primed frame. 

Clarity (always a good thing) is necessary here to avoid possible confusions. For example, a(t) is the vector in the primed system

representing the position of the origin of the unprimed system, that is, pointing from the primed origin to the unprimed origin.

So, why is there no prime accenting this vector? Technically, there probably should be, but historically the equation is typically written

this way. The thinking is that this notation is simpler, people understand what we mean, and this way it is primed expressions on the

left hand side and unprimed expressions on the right hand side of the equation. Probably it would be better to write the equation as

We'll stick with the original notation, hoping we've now made the meaning of a(t) clear enough. As a final note on this subject, we

emphasize it matters which frame we use to represent a(t), because the frames are rotated with respect to each other. At least R(t)

causes less possible confusion, because the plane designated by i is the same as seen from either frame. We can change focus and

show how to get the unprimed path when the primed path is given, and at the same time, show how the translation vector depends on

the frame in which it is being seen:

To get velocities and accelerations, we need to take time derivatives. For the (fixed plane) rotor, suppressing the time argument:

Since we are restricting our analysis to planar motion, R and W commute with each other (and all vectors in the plane anticommute

with i). Now we can calculate the derivatives of the first equation above:

(t) = R(t)x(t) + a(t) where R(t) =x! ei!(t)

(t) " (t) = R(t)x(t)x! a!

x(t) = (t)[ (t) " a(t)] = (t) (t) + b(t)R† x! R† x!

where b(t) = " (t)a(t) or a(t) = " R(t)b(t)R†

= = i = i R = WR = RWṘ dR
dt

d!
dt

ei! !̇
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Example: Solid cylinder rolling (from rest & without slipping) down an inclined plane.

Our purpose here is check out the equations above for a motion which is nontrivial (where neither W nor dW/dt are zero), yet simple

enough to find known expressions for x(t), R(t), and a(t).

Let M = cylinder mass. Represent the cylinder radius by ! so we don't get it confused with our rotor R. Let  Ic = (1/2)M!2  be the

moment of inertia about the cylinder central axis. Then, by the parallel axis theorem,  Ie = (3/2)M!2  will be the moment of

inertia about an axis on the edge of the cylinder parallel to the central axis. We'll let the unprimed frame be attached to the

cylinder at its center of mass, so in that frame the cylinder is at rest, although we may imagine a bug crawling along the cylinder

face. The primed frame will be fixed with the inclined plane. In that frame, the cylinder will be rolling, so let " represent the

angle through which the cylinder has rolled. At t=0, we'll let the two frames coincide (not necessary, just convenient). We might

imagine the radius along the y-axis painted so that we can keep track of the rolling angle. Let the angle of the incline be !. There are

various setups we could use, but here's a picture of the one we'll try:

y'

x'

x

y

y'

!

θ

ρ

R(t) and a(t) describe the displacement of the unprimed frame relative to the primed frame. To find these functions, we need to solve

for the motion of the cylinder. Even if not explicitly stated, we are usually assuming when working with such examples that we are

solving the problem with respect to a frame fixed with the incline. We can use Newton's 2nd Law, torque equations, and/or energy

conservation, but our typical goal is to find "(t) so that we can calculate velocity and acceleration and test numbers in a lab

experiment. For the simplest solution, use the torque equation about the cylinder/incline contact point:

We've assumed the cylinder will roll down the incline without slipping. In order for that to happen, the coefficient of static friction

must be larger than a certain minimum value. It isn't necessary to know this minimum here, but it is often asked of students, so here

= R + x + = R + RWx + = R( + Wx) +ẋ! ẋ Ṙ ȧ ẋ ȧ ẋ ȧ

= (R + ) + (RW + R x + Wx) +ẍ! ẍ Ṙẋ ẋ Ẇ Ṙ ä

= R + RW + RW + R x + RWWx +ẍ ẋ ẋ Ẇ ä

= R[ + 2W + ( + )x] +ẍ ẋ Ẇ W2 ä

= !(Mgsin") = = M"contact Ie #̈ 3
2

!2 #̈

(t) = t #(t) =#̇
2gsin"

3!
gsin"

3!
t2



we'll use Newton's 2nd Law to calculate easily enough:

The formula for !(t) gives us the rotor and translation vector as functions of time:

As we see, there are various ways to write a(t), but we know it just points down the incline. We're picking i to be a CCW unit bivector,

so gi rotates g CCW by 90 degrees. Multiplying on the left by R(t) rotates vectors CW (as when the cylinder rolls down the incline). We

can make the last equation look simpler by defining a constant vector pointing down the incline:

If we know the path of any particle (attached or unattached to the rigid body) as seen in one of the frames, we can use the above

transformation to calculate the path in the other frame. We'll now look at various particle paths and show the position of the particle

with respect to both frames. Velocities and accelerations can be calculated, too, but our interactive diagram below will only draw

the paths to check our intuition. 

Particle 1:  The center of the cylinder.  

Particle 2:  A point on the edge of the cylinder, on the positive y-axis.

Down the plane : M = Mg sin! !s̈ fstatic

= Mg sin! ! M" = Mg sin! ! Mg sin!fstatic #̈ 2
3

= Mg sin! " = Mg cos!1
3

µstatic fnormal µstatic

# tan!µstatic
1
3

R(t) = = (t) = R(t)W(t)ei#(t) ei g sin !/(3")t2 Ṙ

W(t) = i (t) = i (t) = i#̇
2gtsin!

3"
Ẇ 2gsin!

3"

a(t) = "#(t) = = gi sin!/3â ĝei($/2!!) gsin!
3

t2 e!i! t2

= g = g (1 ! ) = g [1 ! cos(2!) + i sin(2!)]1
3

t2 e!i! !ei! e!i!

2
1
6

t2 e!i2! 1
6

t2

Vector down the incline $ d = i sin! = sin!ĝ e!i! d̂

a(t) = g d #(t) =1
3

t2 gd
3"

t2

x(t), (t) and (t) are all zero, soẋ ẍ

(t) = a(t) = g d ,       (t) = gtd , (t) = gdx% 1
3

t2 ẋ% 2
3

ẍ% 2
3



          If our particle position is marked with a painted dot, we expect the shape of the dot's path to be a cycloid,

          traveling down the incline, at an increasing rate.

Particle 3:  A particle on the cylinder face constrained to move in Simple Harmonic Motion along the y-axis.

          The painted dot now oscillates along the cylinder's y-axis with an angular frequency !. The motion as seen in

          the fixed frame of the incline should be very interesting.

Finally, here's an interactive diagram demonstrating the three example particles:

We have sliders for varying the incline angle (!), the radius of the cylinder ("), the time (t) along the path, and the angular

frequency (!) for particle 3 (P3). P3 is an oscillating (on the cylinder face) red dot and the red curve is its locus of positions along the

path. That locus may be even stranger that anticipated, since some sort of regularity may have been guessed, but the accelerating

cylinder defeats any expected periodic motion. And, while the locus of the blue dot representing particle 2 (P2) is indeed the expected

cycloid, notice when we activate trace dots, they spread further apart down the incline as the cylinder speeds up. 

Before even rolling the cylinder, try moving the various sliders to see the locus of P3 change shape.

At any time, do a mouse click in the top right hand corner of the diagram to reset the diagram to starting defaults (the easiest

way to erase old particle traces and clean up the diagram). The reset button is always up there, even though it hides sometimes.

Here is a summary of the formulas used in this construction. They are just taken from the equations above. The base of the incline is

taken to be 15 units long. There is the small extra complication of having to use the geometry window's coordinate system, so the

point O(t) at the center of the cylinder is located (at t=0) by adding a vertical vector (of length equal to the peak of the incline) to the

radius vector from the cylinder contact point to the point O. Also, this geometry program isn't capable of using bivectors, so we write

our equations in terms of vectors. Once we define our unit vector down the incline and one perpendicular to the incline, we're off and

running (notice those unit vectors are shown at the origin of the screen axes and follow the incline tilt as you change its angle):

x(t) = constant = ! i = x , (t) = 0, (t) = 0d̂ ẋ ẍ

R(t) = ,  (t) = W (t)R(t),      W (t) = ti, (t) =eigd /(3!)t2 Ṙ
2gd
3!

Ẇ
W (t)

t

a(t) = g d = ix = W (t)x1
3

t2 gd
3!

t2 t
2

(t) = R(t)x + a(t) = [R(t) + W (t)]x = [ g ! i ] dx" t
2

1
3

t2 !
d

eigd /(3!)t2

x(t) = ! cos("t) i = ! i cos("t)dd̂ !
d

(t) = a(t) + R(t)x(t) = [ g ! i cos("t) ] dx" 1
3

t2 !
d

eigd /(3!)t2
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Return to current section: Planar Rigid Body Motion and Reference Frames.

!, ", #, and t are determined by 4 sliders.
g ! 9.8 ,       incline base ! 15
c = height of incline = 15 tan(!)

= i = i[cos(!) " i sin(!)] = !cos(!), " sin(!)"d̂ ĝ e"i! ĝ

= i = !sin(!), cos(!)"       { # = 0}ê d̂ d̂ ê

$(t) = g sin(!) / (3")t2

O(t) = !0, c" + " + g sin(!) / 3ê d̂ t2

P 2(t) = O(t) " "i = O(t) + " sin($(t)) + " cos($(t))ei$(t) d̂ d̂ ê

P 3(t) = O(t) + [P 2(t) " O(t)] cos(#t)
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Solution: Galilean TransformationsSolution: Galilean Transformations

Return to current section: Planar Rigid Body Motion and Reference Frames.

Problem: Apply the Principle of Relativity to Newton’s 2nd Law to prove that 
any two inertial frames are related by a Galilean transformation

x  →  x! = Rx + c + ut                    where R, c and u are constant.

Derive therefrom the Galilean velocity addition theorem:    v! = v + u.

Solution: In one inertial frame, every free particle has constant velocity, its acceleration is zero. 
Therefore, by Newton's 2nd Law, there are no net forces acting on it. By the Principle of
Relativity, there can be no net forces acting on the particle in any other inertial frame, either.
Therefore, no matter how one frame is displaced from the other, if that displacement is inertial:

Since this must be true for any free particles in the two frames, no matter what their velocity or position,

The Galilean velocity addition theorm is usually described as coming from his thought experiment
of a uniformly moving ship (calm sea, no buffeting) where below deck, in a windowless cabin,
seamen perform experiments (tossing balls, jumping, watching fish in a tank, watching butterflies
and fireflies). His conclusions are now called his Principle of Relativity. We saw how the equations above
follow. For a ball rolling on the floor of the cabin with constant velocity v with respect to the ship
(our unprimed frame) and if the ship is moving with constant velocity u with respect to the shore 
(our primed frame), we may as well choose our constant frame rotation to be R=1. Then v' = v+u 
follows from the time derivative of our last equation above. Since v and u are constants, the ball's
velocity v' as seen from the shore is also constant, meaning we still see it as free particle motion.

Once we've established the relationship between inertial frames written above, there's no need to restrict
ourselves to only free particles. We can easily write the generalized Galilean velocity addition theorem
relating particle velocites in two different inertial frames.

Exercise: Inside a cable car climbing a slope with constant velocity v0 an object is dropped from rest. 
Derive equations for the trajectory within the car and with respect to the earth outside.

Solution: As usual, there are several ways we could define our two frames. We may as well call the angle of the 
slope ! with respect to the locally "horizontal" earth. But, we could define the earth and cable car frames

= 0 = R[0 + 2W + ( + )x] +ẍ! ẋ Ẇ W 2 ä

1 : RW = 0 = (t) " R = constant (and W = 0)Ṙ

2 : (t) = 0 " a(t) = ut + cä

Therefore : (t) = Rx(t) + ut + cx!

(t) = Rx(t) + ut + c " (t) = Rv(t) + ux! v!
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               both aligned with the earth ground, or both aligned with the slope, or one of each. Which gives neater
               equations? When should we start the clock, when should we drop the object? 

               What does our intuition say about the trajectory as seen in the two frames? Here are two guesses:

                         A.  In the earth frame, g points straight down, so an object dropped freely in the car will accelerate
                              in a straight line down. Then, as the cable car moves up the slope, the falling object will
                              seem to drift towards the back of the car, making a backward parabolic path typical of
                              projectiles. After all, the people standing in the car have to lean forward to keep balanced
                              because g is tilted backwards from the vertical with respect to their floor.

                         B.  If the cable car is moving smoothly at a constant velocity, we have the kind of inertial system
                              Galileo described in his moving ship. If people in the car closed their eyes, in principle they
                              shouldn't be able to detect their motion with respect to the earth. Sure, they can tell g is tilted,
                              but the laws of physics should work the same, so we expect the dropped object to accelerate
                              along a straight line following the direction of g, tilted at the same angle at which the riders
                              lean from the vertical with respect to their floor (!). Then, since the car is moving up the
                              slope, people standing outside would see a parabolic projectile path going up the slope.

               Of course these two guesses are drastically different, so at least one of them is incorrect. The trick is to 
               ask "The object is dropped from rest with respect to which frame?" Before dropping it, the object
               is at rest with respect to the person's hand who will drop it, and that person is at rest in the cable car.
               Therefore we expect guess B to be correct (of course it's always a good idea to think about experimental
               testing schemes). In Galileo's cabin moving at constant speed with respect to the shore, rolling a ball
               on a level billiard table should show no differences depending on which direction it is rolled. It would be
               only slightly more complicated in the cable car, because g is not perpendicular to the floor, but if we
               tilt the billiard table to be perpendicular to g, we could not detect our motion by rolling the ball in any
               direction. 

               Probably the simplest choice of frames would be to align them both with the climbing slope and choose 
               the frames to be coincident at t=0 at the bottom of the hill. Then the constant rotor is R=1, the 
               transformation equation is simply x'(t) = x(t) + v0t, and both frames agree on the same value for g.

               However, we'll try a more instructive choice, summarized in the following diagram:

y'

y

x

x'

x0

g

g'

!

i

v0 [ t - tc ]

               These frames can never be coincident, but their origins coincide at time tc, which is negative. 
               We've chosen the time when the object is dropped to be t=0. The unit bivector is CCW. The object
               is dropped from initial position x0 in the cable car frame. Notice that g' and g are identical vectors,
               yet g' points in the negative y'-axis direction, while g is tilted from the negative y-axis direction.

               We can calculate the paths as seen from both frames and see if they are consistent with our
               general inertial frame planar transformation:

               The rotor R rotates the cable car and vectors expressed in unprimed coordinates CCW by !.
               Notice that same rotor takes g as seen in the unprimed frame into g' as seen in the primed frame.
               In the primed earth frame, the object has the initial velocity of v0 when dropped, so its path is:

(t) = Rx(t) + a(t) = x(t) + (t! )x" e!i! v0 tc



               In the unprimed cable car frame, the object is dropped from rest from position x0, so:

               Let's plug the last two equations into the transformation equation above to find x0':

               Checking this expression against the diagram above confirms its validity. 

               Below is a simulation of the results of this exercise. We've chosen a slope of  tan ! = 0.5, giving 
               an incline of about 26.6°. To simplify the simulation, we drop the object when the frame origins coincide
               so that tc = 0. We've chosen the cable car velocity with respect to the earth to be  v0 = 7 (cos !, sin !).
               

               If we check the "View false path" box, we'll see the path of a green object matching guess A above. 
               Actually, that guess would be correct if the object were dropped from rest in the earth frame,
               that is if it were dropped outside the cable car by a man standing on the ground and not riding with the car. 
               You can either use the time slider or click the "Start Animation" button. 

               If we check the "View correct path" box, and don't yet click the "View earth path" button, we'll see a
               blue object follow a straight line acceleration with respect to the cable car, towards the earth, at an
               angle ! with respect to the cable car's vertical. Drag the slider slowly to make sure this looks correct.
               Then, click on the "View earth path" button to see a trace of the blue object's path. Then we see the
               parabolic path as seen in the earth frame.

               To clear the trace and take another look, click in the upper right hand corner of the graphics window
               to reset the simulation (the reset symbol may not be visible, but should still work).

(t) = = g ! (t) = + t +ẍ" g" e#i! x" 1
2

g" t2 v0 x0
"

(t) = g ! x(t) = g +ẍ 1
2

t2 x0

+ t + = ( g + ) + (t# )1
2

g" t2 v0 x0
" e#i! 1

2
t2 x0 v0 tc

        !      = #x0
" e#i! x0 v0 tc
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Problem: Discuss invariance of Newton’s first and second laws with respect to 
               Galilean time translation and scaling:   t  →  t! = !t + !      (where ! and ! are constant).

               We've assumed the existence and usage of universally synchronized clocks. Now we want to see what

               happens if we replace those old clocks with new universal clocks which don't agree with the

               old clocks either on when time equals zero (!) or on the rate of ticking (!). If we have the

               expression for the path of a particle, x(t), in a given frame, we replace t everywhere in the expression

               with !t + ! and see what happens to velocities and accelerations along the path. Then we can think

               about how Newton's first and second laws might be affected. 

               But, when we take a time derivative of position to get velocity, for example, we don't take the time 

               derivative of x(t') with respect to t' because that would just be a renaming of symbols and nothing could

               really change. Instead, we still take a time derivative with respect to t of the altered function x(!t + !).

               In general, for any particle path:
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               Notice that velocities have been magnified by ! after the clock change. How does this affect Newton's laws?

               Newton's 1st Law says that a free particle has a constant velocity and is described in any inertial frame 

               by v' = Rv + u, as summarized earlier. The form of the Galilean transformation between two inertial frames 

               doesn't change by replacing t everywhere by t'. And, when a time derivative is taken to get the velocity addition

               theorem relating the constant velocities, we simply get !v' = !Rv + !u, which is valid and the same formula

               using either the old clocks or the new clocks. We conclude Newton's first law is invariant with respect to

               Galilean time translation and scaling.

              

               Newton's 2nd Law is a bit trickier. 

               Since the value of the acceleration has been altered, Newton's 2nd Law is not generally invariant under this 

               clock change. Still, there are some cases where the 2nd Law is invariant under this time transformation:

                         1.  ! = 0  and  F(t) = kt2, where k is a constant (a bit of an oddball case).

                         2.  ! = 1  and  F is independent of time. This is a more likely case. This transformation involves

                              time translation, but not scaling. In other words, the old and new clocks tick at the same 

                              rate, but are not synchronized. Many forces are time independent, but we must remember

                              this also means the net force must, for example, be independent of velocity, too, since 

                              velocity generally depends on time.

                         3.  The only net force is a drag force depending on v2. Since we've seen velocity gets magnified 

                              by !, there will be an !2 on both sides of the equation.

  

       

Return to current section: Planar Rigid Body Motion and Reference Frames.
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The Zeroth Law of PhysicsThe Zeroth Law of Physics

Previous section: Planar Rigid Body Motion and Reference Frames.

Next section: Special Relativity with Geometric Algebra.

The Zeroth Law of physics defines the fundamental presumptions about space, time and existence of real entities that underlie all of
physics.

Different versions of the Zeroth Law define different physical theories. 

Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity amounts to a modification of the Zeroth Law implicit in Newtonian theory.

Tenets of the Newtonian Zeroth Law:

• Any material object can be modeled as a particle or body {system of particles}.

• At any time, every particle has a definite position x in the 3d Euclidean position space of a given reference system.

• Particle motion is represented by a continuous trajectory x(t) in position space.
(Time is measured by comparison with a standard moving object called a clock.)

Newton’s First Law defines an inertial system and a uniform time scale. 

The remaining four Laws of Newtonian physics define particle interactions and dynamics.

          [Reference: Modeling Games in the Newtonian World, AJP 60: 732 (1992)]

Previous section: Planar Rigid Body Motion and Reference Frames.

Next section: Special Relativity with Geometric Algebra.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Special Relativity with Geometric AlgebraSpecial Relativity with Geometric Algebra

Previous section: The Zeroth Law of Physics.

Reference: NFCM {= New Foundations in Classical Mechanics, 2nd Ed., 1999}, Chapter 9.  

Subtopics for this section:

          Defining Spacetime

          Spacetime Maps

Particle History and Proper Velocity

          Spacetime Trigonometry

Time Dilation and Desynchronization

Lorentz Contraction

Doppler Shift

          Lorentz transformations

Velocity Composition

Active Lorentz Transformations

          Energy and Momentum

The Proper Momentum

The Photon

Energy-Momentum Conservation

          Universal Laws for Spacetime Physics

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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     Albert Einstein     Albert Einstein
(1879 - 1955)

Hermann MinkowskiHermann Minkowski
(1864 - 1902)

Defining SpacetimeDefining Spacetime

Previous section: Special Relativity with Geometric Algebra.

Next section: Spacetime Maps.

Einstein (1905) recognized that Newtonian mechanics is inconsistent with Electromagnetic Theory,
and he traced the difficulty to the Newtonian concept of time. He resolved this problem by adopting
two principles:

1. Principle of Relativity. Einstein adopted this principle from Newtonian theory, but raised
its status from a mere corollary to a basic principle.

2. Invariance of the speed of light. Einstein assumed that the speed of light c has the
same value in all inertial systems.

Minkowski (1908) incorporated these principles into a new conceptual fusion of space and time that
can be defined with GA by the following assumptions:

1. In a given inertial system, the time t and place x is of an event is represented as a single
point X = ct + x in a 4-dimensional space called spacetime (see spacetime maps below).

2. The spacetime displacement

!X = X2 ! X1 = c (t2 ! t1) + (x2 ! x1) = c!t + !x

between events X1 and X2 has an invariant magnitude |!X| called the interval or
proper distance between the events and given by 

!X !X"   =  # |!X|2  =  (c!t)2 ! (!x)2
 ,

where !X"  = c!t ! !x, and the signature  # of the interval has the value 1, 0 or –1, and,
respectively, the interval is said to be timelike, lightlike, or spacelike. 

3. Invariance of the interval means that

!X !X"   =  # |!X|2  =  # |!X'|2  =  !X' !X" '

where !X' = X'2 ! X'1 = c!t' + !x' is the same interval represented in some other inertial
system.

Problem: Prove that spacetime interval invariance implies that the speed of light c has the same
constant value in all inertial systems.

(Click here for a solution to this problem.)

Footnote: Because of the importance of c in this theory and the mountain of experimental data
supporting the theory, its value is now defined to be  c ! 299,792,458 m/s. The
second is defined in terms of the period of radiation emitted from a certain energy
level transition in 133Cs at absolute zero. Then, with the given value for c, the
meter is defined as the length traveled by light in (1/299,792,458) seconds " 3.34 ns.
The combined quantity ct shows up naturally in these equations, is used in the
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spacetime diagrams on following pages, and has the units of meters. It is a useful
practice to think of ct as representing meters of time or time meters. We say one
time meter (ct = 1) corresponds to a time of about 3.34 ns. 

Previous section: Special Relativity with Geometric Algebra.

Next section: Spacetime Maps.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013



Solution: Interval Invariance Implies Universal Speed of Light Solution: Interval Invariance Implies Universal Speed of Light 

Return to current section: Defining Spacetime.

Problem: Prove that spacetime interval invariance implies that the speed of light c has the same constant value 

in all inertial systems.

Solution:  Consider event X1 to be a burst of light from a particular place and event X2 to be the sensing of that burst

at another place. If the speed of light in this inertial system is c, the invariance of the interval between 

these two events means that

(c!t)2 ! (!x)2  =  (c!t)2 ! (c!t)2  =  0

should also be zero when calculated in another inertial system for these same two events. In that 

other system, let's say the speed of light is c'. Then:

(c!t')2 ! (!x')2  =  (c!t')2 ! (c'!t')2  =  0 .

Dividing out !t' leaves c = c'. The first c is part of the definition of interval and may be thought of as a 

conversion factor relating units of time and length, the second, c', is the speed of  light measured in an 

arbitrary inertial system, and they must be the same to maintain interval invariance. 

Return to current section: Defining Spacetime.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Spacetime MapsSpacetime Maps

Previous section: Defining Spacetime.

Next section: Particle History and Proper Velocity.

Spacetime maps are essential for physical interpretation of GA equations in relativity theory.

X3

X 2

X 1

X0 Spacelike lines 
through Xo (red)

Lightlike lines 
through Xo (blue)

Timelike lines 
through Xo (green)

Forward 
light cone

Backward 
light cone

Absolute 
Past

Absolute 
Present

Absolute 
Future

This is a spacetime map showing the lightcone for an event X0 . Events Xk (k = 1, 2, 3) lie on straight lines passing through X0.
Displacements !Xk = Xk ! X0 are said to be timelike, lightlike, or spacelike, respectively, as they lie inside, on, or outside the
invariant lightcone.
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X 1

Spacelike lines 
through Xo (red)

Lightlike lines 
through Xo (blue)

Timelike lines 
through Xo (green)

Absolute 
Past

Absolute 
Present

Absolute 
Future

X 2 = X

X 0 = 0

→x

→x

ct
c!

This is a spacetime map of events in a timelike plane showing the position vector x = X2 ! X1 for the event X = ct + x with respect to
a given inertial system.

A differentiable curve in spacetime is said to be timelike, lightlike, or spacelike if its tangent is proportional to, respectively, a timelike,
lightlike, or spacelike displacement.

Previous section: Defining Spacetime.

Next section: Particle History and Proper Velocity.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013



Particle History and Proper VelocityParticle History and Proper Velocity

Previous section: Spacetime Maps.

Next section: Spacetime Trigonometry.

The history of a material particle is a timelike curve  X = X(!), as illustrated in the figure.

X(τ)

∆X
ct

ct+c∆t

dX
c dτ

O

The path length c!! of an interval !X along the history is the proper time interval registered by a clock traveling with the
particle. Hence,

!X !X"   =  |!X|2  !  (c "!)2

and, in the limit, |dX| = c d!

The proper velocity V = V (!) of a particle is defined by

which must be distinguished from the relative velocity  v = dx/dt in a given inertial system.

Exercise: Prove

(Click here for a solution to this exercise.)

The proper velocity V of a free particle is constant, so its history is a straight line given by the equation

V = = + ,1
c

dX
d!

dt
d!

1
c

dx
d!

V = "(1 + ) , " = =v
c

dt
d!

1 ! v2

c2

! !!!!!!!!!
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!X  =  X(!) ! X(0)  =  Vc!  =  Vc!!

0

free particle 2 history

xcτ = c∆t/γ

x₀ X₀

c∆t

∆tv

X(τ) ⇔ X(t)

∆X

free particle 1 history

cτ = - ct₀ / γ

cτ=0 ⇔ ct₀

(proper time = τ)
(proper time = t)

ct = 0 ⇔

⇔ ct

The time axis of an inertial system is the history of a free particle at rest at the origin so that proper time ! of another free particle
can be associated with observer time t, and the position vector x for an event  X = ct + x  is the directed distance from the particle
history to the event. From the discussion above and this last diagram, we can see the relationship between the proper time ! of particle
2 and the proper time t of particle 1. We just integrate " d! = dt from 0 to !. This is easy because for free particles " is constant:

"c!  =  ct(!) - ct(!=0)  =  ct - ct0  (=  c!t  in our diagram)

Similarly, the time axis of every inertial system can be identified with the history of a free particle.

For a given observer (free particle) the position x and time t of a given event X can (in principle) be determined by radar ranging
with light signals, as illustrated in the figure below. Note that the event X is simultaneous with event X2 = ct. This geometric
construction is Einstein’ s operational procedure for synchronizing clocks at distant events.

x

X₃ = ct₃

x

Observer's history

X₁ = ct₁

X₂ = ct

= ct + |x|

= ct - |x|

X = ct +

We (the observer) would send a light pulse at ct1 to be reflected at X and received at ct3. The intervals of the blue light paths are zero
(lightlike), so we get

          ct  =  (ct3 + ct1) / 2               and               |x|  =  (ct3 - ct1) / 2 .



We can verify these formulas from the diagram or from the following expressions for the two light paths:

(ct - ct1)2 - x2  =  0  =  (ct3 - ct)2 - x2 ⇒ |x|  =  ct - ct1  =  ct3 - ct .

Below is an interactive diagram showing our previous diagram in a different light. It takes a while to get used to the features of 
spacetime maps, to construct and read them properly, and to avoid jumping to incorrect conclusions. It is interesting how a simple 
minus sign in the definition of the spacetime interval can wreak such havoc on our intuitive expectations, because our reflex is 
naturally to see lengths in Euclidean fashion. For example, in the previous diagram, we see right angles and equal sides on triangles 
and may feel comfortable with that. However, even in that simple example, with its 3D feel, we may tend to forget that the observer is 
simply sitting at a lab table and reflecting a light flash from a mirror. 

The following diagram is a bit harder on the intuition and therefore worth the mental exercise. Now our lab table is sitting in a
spaceship traveling in the positive x-direction with respect to an earth observer whose history is the numbered vertical time axis. The
worldline of the lab table is the green line in the diagram. We send the flash of light towards the mirror in the nose of the ship. You can
drag the event X3 (the end of the light pulse's round trip) with the mouse to see how the ship speed changes, as well as to check the !
factor (see the definition above) and the lab table's proper time !, whose values are updated in the diagram's yellow boxes.
Dragging X3 to the earth observer's history line takes the ship speed to zero and then this diagram corresponds to the previous
diagram.

SMI g-group, 17 April 2013, Created with GeoGebra

While using the interactive diagram, check out the following details:

1. The only meaningful ship speeds are for v/c < 1.

2. Earth time of event X3 is always equal to the ! factor times the spaceship's proper time ! from the origin to X3.
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This time dilation will be discussed in the following pages.

3. Move X3 to (ct,x) = (4,2), so the speed of the ship is c/2.

It may not look like it, but the red and green triangles are the same as in our previous diagram!
The speed of light being the same to all observers means that a lightlike line will make a 45° angle with the
worldline of any observer, even with the tilted green line of the lab table's history. The smallest appearing red
triangle angle (near X1 where the light flash is emitted) and the largest appearing green triangle angle (near X3
where the refelected flash returns to the ship's detector) are both 45° angles! In fact, the red and green
triangles are both right angled isosceles triangles sharing a common side from the spaceship's perspective,
just as in the previous diagram, even though they look distorted in this diagram, because we are viewing things
from the perspective of earth coordinates and clocks.

Hence, the conclusions from our previous diagram still follow:

From the ship's perspective, the green triangle gives:

c! = c!2 = (c!3 + c!1) / 2 = (3.46 + 0) / 2 = 1.73 = !3

|x|  =  (c!3 - c!1) / 2  =  c!3 - c!  =  c! - c!1  =  !3

From the earth observer's perspective:

ct  =  (ct3 + ct1) / 2  =  (4 + 0) / 2  =  2

|x|  =  3 - 1  =  2  =  (ct3 - ct1) / 2  =  (4 - 0) / 2

4. Again, move X3 to (ct,x) = (4,2), so the speed of the ship is c/2.

From the earth observer's perspective, the light flash travels 3 space units of distance, then bounces back
for one space unit of distance before getting detected at the emitter. Thus, the light flash travels a total of 
4 units of space distance. Meanwhile, the spaceship has traveled only 2 units of space distance, which checks,
since the ship is traveling half as fast as the light flash. 

5. The spaceship's green history is a line of constant spacial coordinate (x = 0) in the ship's frame.
We can lay out grid lines parallel to this line to show the ship's spacial coordinate lines as seen on the
earth observer's spacetime map. From the diagram, it is easy to see if we call the angle on the map between
the ship's green history line and the earth's numbered vertical history line "a", then tan a = v/c.

The X..X2 red line, from the way we constructed it (described under the previous diagram), is a line of
constant time in the ship's coordinates, often called a line of simultaneity for ship observers. By laying
out lines parallel to it, we draw lines of the ship's time coordinates as seen on the earth spacetime map.
The symmetry of these red and green ship's coordinate lines in the diagram tells us the red lines make
the same angle "a" with earth's x-axis as the green lines make with earth's ct-axis.

To complete the grid construction, we just need to know how far apart to draw the lines. We found a hint
about that in detail 2 above. Because we can see the slope of the ship's green history line on the earth's map
is always c/v, we can write the equation (in earth coordinates) of that green history line which passes through 
the origin as ct = (c/v)x. We'd like to find where to draw the red line corresponding to c! = 1. If we correctly
draw that one, all other lines will be easy to duplicate. We know (from the discussion in the previous 
paragraph) that if the slope of all the green ship coordinate lines is c/v, then the slope of all the red ship
coordinate lines is v/c on the earth map. To find the earth coordinates corresponding the ship coordinates 
of (c!=1, x=0), calculate the spacetime interval between the origin and this point:

(c!)2 - 02  =  1  =  (ct)2 - x2  =  (ct)2 - (vt)2  =  (ct)2 (1 - v2/c2)  =  (ct)2 / !2

ct  =  ! and x  =  vt  =  (v/c) ct  =  (v/c) !

Notice we've verified the observation from detail 2 above. Now we have the slope and a point on the ship's
green worldline corresponding to (c!=1, x=0), but in earth coordinates, so we can calculate the ct intercept of that
line. Now plug the earth point (ct=!, x=v!/c) into the red line equation ct = (v/c) x + b to get its ct-axis intercept:

b  =  ct - (v/c) x  =  ! - (v/c)v!/c  =  ! (1 - v2/c2)  =  ! / !2  =  1 / !

You might want to check out these numbers in the interactive diagram again. We follow the ship's green 
worldline from the origin to a proper time of c!=1. This corresponds to the earth coordinates of (ct=1.15, x=0.58)
when the spaceship has a speed of c/2. We verify again that the earth time ct is the ! factor times the spaceship's



proper time c!. And the red line of simultaneity for c!=1 hits the earth ct-axis at 1/!. The interactive diagram
draws the grid lines, based on these conclusions, using:

a  =  angle between green line and ct-axis  =  angle between red line and x-axis  =  Arctan(v/c).

i  =  integer ranging from - 25 to + 25 for 50 extra grid lines of each color.

Red lines connect earth map points from (0, i/!)  to  (cos a, i/! + sin a).

Green lines connect earth map points from (i/!, 0)  to  (i/! + sin a, cos a).

The interactive diagram has buttons to turn ON & OFF the red and/or green spaceship coordinate grid lines
as seen on the earth observer's spacetime map. You could practice by reading off spaceship and earth
coordinates for events X1, X2, X3 and X. You could make a table of both sets of coordinates and compare
various intervals to check that they are independent of which coordinates are used (invariant interval). 

Previous section: Spacetime Maps.

Next section: Spacetime Trigonometry.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013



Solution: Proper VelocitySolution: Proper Velocity

Return to current section: Particle History and Proper Velocity.

Exercise: Prove

Solution:

V = !(1 + ) , ! = =v
c

dt
d"

1 ! v2

c2

! !!!!!!!!!

V " = = + = + = (1 + )dX
c d"

d(ct+ x)
c d"

dt
d"

1
c

dx
d"

dt
d"

1
c

dt
d"

dx
dt

dt
d"

v
c

V = = = 1 = (1 + ) (1 ! )Ṽ dX
c d"

dX̃
c d"

dX## ##2

(c d")2
( )dt

d"

2
v
c

v
c

= " ! $ V = !(1 + )dt
d"

1
1 ! /v2 c2
! !!!!!!!!!!!

v
c

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Time Dilation & Desynchronization

Lorentz Contraction

Doppler Shift

Spacetime TrigonometrySpacetime Trigonometry

Previous section: Particle History and Proper Velocity.

The most basic measurements in surveying spacetime events can be reduced to solving triangles in
a timelike plane, as already shown in the operational procedure for synchronizing clocks.

(Follow links on the right to subtopics for this section.)

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Time Dilation and Desynchronization Time Dilation and Desynchronization 

Previous section: Spacetime Trigonometry.

Next section: Lorentz Contraction.

The basic idea is illustrated by the parable of the twins. As illustrated in the spacetime map (below) for their histories, the astronaut
twin travels to a distant star with velocity

and returns with velocity

Vcτ

ct

O

2ct

History of the 
solar system

Vcτ～

X₁

X₂

Astronaut 
outbound

Astronaut 
return

X₁

X₂ = Xb

X₀ = Xa

Light 
Cone

Light 
Cone

∆τ₀

∆τ₂

∆τ₁
Twin 
at 
Home

Parable of the Twins

Longest Path Between 
Two Points Separated 
by Timelike Interval

The algebraic equation relating the home twin's aging to the astronaut twin's aging is

V = !(1 + ) ,v
c

= !(1 ! ) .Ṽ v
c

2ct = V c" + c" = 2!c"Ṽ
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Exercises:

          (1) Compare ages of the twins when the trip is over. Discuss implications of this result. 

          (2) Prove that the longest path between two points separated by a timelike interval is a straight line. 
(See 2nd figure above)

(Click here for solutions to these exercises.)

Previous section: Spacetime Trigonometry.

Next section: Lorentz Contraction.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Solutions: Parable of the TwinsSolutions: Parable of the Twins

Return to current section: Time Dilation and Desynchronization.

Exercises:

          (1) Compare ages of the twins when the trip is over. Discuss implications of this result. 

The following interactive diagram will help explain why the stay-at-home twin is older on the astronaut twin's return,
no matter whose viewpoint or perspective (inertial frame) is used. In this diagram, the astronaut's speed relative to 
the earth is chosen to be 0.8c on the trip out and ! 0.8c on the way back. The ! factor works out to be

1 / sqrt(1 - 0.82) = 5/3 > 1. The last equation from the previous page (use the back button or the link below)
tells us  t = !!  which mean the earth twin ages 5/3 as the much as the astronaut during the trip. This diagram also
assumes the astronaut's destination is 2 light years away. At the speed of 0.8c, it takes 2.5 years to get there and 
2.5 years to return (by the earth clocks), so the earth twin ages 5 years. We can calculate the spacetime interval, 
using the earth perspective, for either branch of the trip to figure out the astronaut twin's proper time:

(ct)2 - x2  =  (2.5)2 - 22  =  6.25 - 4  =  2.25  =  (c!)2     ⇒      c!  =  1.5

So, the astronaut ages 3 years on the trip, which satisfies our previous statements.

In this interactive diagram, we can drag the X1 event around to analyze the trip from different viewpoints, as seen
from different inertial frames. The default (RESET) viewpoint has the earth twin drawing the spacetime map. That 
twin's history is then the vertical axis, that twin is at rest and the astronaut's map velocity is 0.8c as described above.

Or, we could draw the spacetime map for the astronaut on the first leg of the trip. Then, the astronaut would be at
rest and the earth twin would be falling away at ! 0.8c. In between, we can envision drawing the events from the
perspective of an observer traveling parallel to the astronaut's getaway, but not as fast. Then, the earth would seem to
be moving backwards and the astronaut forwards. We change perspectives by dragging the X1 event. Each time we stop
dragging X1, we are seeing things from a different frame of reference.

But, how did we create the diagram? How are we calculating how the event vectors change? There are a couple of 
constants we can rely on. The proper times of the astronaut on each leg and the earth twin are constants, because
no matter how another inertial observer sees things, a clock at rest in my frame is still a clock at rest in my frame
and should continue ticking at my same rate no matter who is zooming by reading my clocks. The lower hyperbola 
in the diagram defines points of constant proper time (=  1.5) for the outgoing astronaut, since the equation above
used to calculate it is the equation of a hyperbola. The upper hyperbola corresponds only to earth proper times of 5.
Therefore, the X1 and X2 event vectors must ride along these hyperbolae. We're choosing our viewpoint by dragging
X1, so all that is left is to find the direction of the green X2 vector. That's actually not so easy here. It requires
knowing how relative velocities seem to change with perspective (we'll get the answer to this a few sections later
when we learn the velocity composition formulas). For now, we ask for trust that we have used those formulas
correctly to get the green vector. Finally, the red vector connecting X1 and X2 simply completes the triangle.

However, all we really need in order to understand the current problem is two viewpoints, from the earth twin's
perspective or from the astronaut twin's perspective. Then, one of the twins is at rest, the relative speeds are 
simply 0.8c, and the purple and green arrows are easy to place correctly. The coordinates of X1 and X2 are updated
on the screen, so any intervals, distances, and frame velocities can be calculated for practice and checking.  
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SMI g-group, 20 April 2013, Created with GeoGebra

The parable of the twins is historically called the twin paradox, since it offered one of relativity's first confusions
(and confusing oneself is often too easy). An enjoyable quote comes from David Rohrlich in his book Classical
Charged Particles (p.278): "Since the author has great difficulty constructing paradoxes from clear mathematical
facts, he will not attempt to do so". The apparent paradox came from asking "if we imagine the earth as making
the trip, wouldn't the earth twin end up younger?" The diagram, however, shows the twins' histories really can
not be exchanged simply by exchanging which twin we take as at rest and which is in relative motion. From any 
perspective, the earth history is a simple straight line, while the astronaut's path, no matter who observes 
it, cannot be straigtened out. The worldline kink where outgoing velocity changes to incoming never goes away.
The velocities outgoing and incoming may appear to have different values to different observers, but the kink
in the path can never be made to go away. 

Now, in the interactive diagram, drag X1 to the central axis, so we see things from the perspective of the
astronaut during the first leg of the trip. The astronaut is at rest in this frame and earth appears to be receding 
at a velocity of  ! 0.8c. We can check out a few things in the diagram. 

You can simply read the astronaut's first leg trip proper time from the ct-axis (it is 1.5).

From X1, go horizontally left to the green vector to read how far away the earth seems to be to the
astronaut who just finished the first leg of the trip. It should be 1.2 (from the earth's perspective, it
was 2 light years). The reduction factor is (guess what?) the ! factor (5/3, the same factor as initially,
because the relative speed is again equal to its initial value). This is an example of Lorentz Contraction 
(the next topic).

We can visually check the earth's receding velocity, since the slope of the green line is just 4/5 leftwards.

We can use the coordinates to make sure, as advertised, that all three proper times haven't changed.

For the first leg, the astronaut stayed at rest while the earth flew away. Now, for the second leg, the

http://www.geogebra.org/
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astronaut has to really move to overtake and land back on earth. You can see from the diagram's 
yellow text updates that this speed is 0.98c. That is indeed pretty fast, but not as fast as Galileo
might have predicted (1.6c). Once again, we'll be able to predict this value after presenting the 
relativistic velocity composition section later.

          (2) Prove that the longest path between two points separated by a timelike interval is a straight line. 

Consider the second figure from the previous page (use the back button or the link below). The proper time 

along a timelike curve is the path's arclength. The path can be approximated by straight line segments

(more segments give a better approximation). A first approximation for the path's arclength in that diagram 

would be !!0, a better approximation would be  !!1 + !!2, etc.  Now, the previous exercise above showed

that the earth twin's straight line proper time was greater than the sum of the proper times of the segments

of the kinked astronaut twin's path. It didn't matter which observer was calculating these proper times. 

That is, it didn't matter how the single earth segment was tilted. Therefore,

!!0  >  !!1 + !!2  >  ...  >  Arclength of any curved timelike path.

Return to current section: Time Dilation and Desynchronization.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Lorentz ContractionLorentz Contraction

Previous section: Time Dilation and Desynchronization.

Next section: Doppler Shift.

A rod of rest length  !0 (aligned along the direction of motion) moves with velocity v with respect to an observer who measures

its length as  !  at time t, as shown in the spacetime map.

X₀

X₃

X₂X₁

l₀

l

Histories of 
the ends 
of the rod

ct =
cτ

cτ

=β

β

20

32

30

32 20

10

+

cτ
cτ

cτ cτ

Exercise: Reasoning from similar triangles in the map, derive the Lorentz contraction formula

!0 = ! !

and discuss its physical meaning.

(Click here for a solution to this exercise.)
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Solution: Lorentz Contraction FormulaSolution: Lorentz Contraction Formula

Return to current section: Lorentz Contraction.

Exercise: Reasoning from similar triangles, derive the Lorentz contraction formula  !0 = !!  and discuss its physical meaning.

In the spacetime map below, the vertcal black line is the history of a lab observer who measures the length of a rod of rest

length  !0 (aligned along the direction of motion) which moves with velocity v with respect to that observer. From our previous

considerations of spacetime maps, the tilt of the orange lines represents the velocity and tan(!)= v/c. The rod is shown parallel to

one of its lines of simultaneity. In the rest frame the ends of the rod share the same local time. In any inertial frame, lines of

simultaneity are lines perpendicular to the frame's time axis (to which, in the rod's frame, the orange lines are parallel), so the

distorted (in the lab frame) red right angle symbol in the diagram represents an authentic right angle in the rod's rest frame. The

lab observer measures the rod as it flies past by measuring the distance ! from X1 to X2 (along the lab's line of simultaneity), because

one end of the rod is always on the leftmost orange history line and the other end of the rod is always on the other orange history line.

Several proper times are labeled in the diagram. 

We need to think more carefully about the angles mentioned in the diagram. After all, if we're planning to use similar triangle ratios,

we'd better convince ourselves the important triangles really are similar. We've seen in spacetime maps and explained before that

angle ! is related to the relative velocity of the rod frame with respect to the lab frame. However, you may remember we've also seen

that if we view things from a third frame where, for example the rod is moving forward slower and the lab is moving backwards, that

angle's value changes. Still, there is one other perspective where this angle has the same value as in the diagram: the rod's rest

frame, where the lab's relative velocity is - v/c. That's good enough! The angle ! is the same in either the lab or rod frame.

Yet, anyone glancing at the red right angle symbol in the diagram knows immediately that, while it is logically a right angle in the rod's

frame, it is certainly NOT a Euclidean right angle in the pictured lab map. We could, in fact, safely use similar triangle ratios if the

sides used in ratios for the green triangle represented only lab frame values and the sides used in ratios for the pink

triangle represented only rod frame values. We'd like more flexibility, though. We'd like to justify using all three triangles and

ratios of any respective sides, whether those sides refer to rod frame measurements or lab frame measurements. So, what can it mean

to think of the red right angle symbol as a right angle also in the lab frame? Using the spacetime displacement notation from NFCM,

there is no doubt we can write for the three spacetime triangles:

X20  !  X2 - X0  =  X21 + X10 ,          X21  =  X23 + X31 ,          X10  =  X13 + X30

We need to be aware of the meaning of the symbols in the diagram. We label various events (such as X2), there is no ambiguity in the

displacement notation of the last equations, but we're also labeling some spacetime distances in the diagram. It is ratios of these

distances we'd like to equate for corresponding similar triangles. If these spacetime distances refer to the same numbers in either the

rod or lab frame and we can give a meaning to the right angles which hold up in either frame, we'll be free to equate any similar

triangle ratios we like. This invariance between diagram labels in the two frames will come about by writing the interval

invariance expressions for the triangles. For example, for the first triangle equation above (for the green triangle):
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Since the intervals above are invariants, so is the expression in the square brackets. This equation is the law of cosines for

spacetime trig. The expression in the square brackets may be defined by analogy as the spacetime dot product of two spacetime

displacements and is a scalar. In this diagram, the dot product becomes [(ct)( - !e1) + (!e1)(ct)] / 2 = 0. This is true if calculated with

either the rod or lab frame coordinates. Hence both frames see the green triangle's angle near X1 to be a spacetime right angle. The

same reasoning works for the red right angle in the pink triangle.    

X₀

X₃

X₂X₁

l₀

l

Histories of 
the ends 
of the rod

ct =
cτ

cτ

=β

β

20

32

30

32 20

10

+

cτ
cτ

cτ cτ

There are actually three similar triangles in the diagram since they each have a spacetime right angle and share another angle !.

These are the green triangle, the pink triangle and the large triangle made of combining the green to the pink. Interval invariance used

for the three triangle equations above give helpful relationships:

= ( + )( + )X20 X20̃ X21 X10 X21̃ X10̃

= + + 2[ ( + )]X21 X21̃ X10 X10̃
1
2

X10 X21̃ X21 X10̃

= = + = ! +X20 X20̃ (c )!20
2 X21 X21̃ X10 X10̃ "2 (ct)2

= ! = + = !X21 X21̃ "2 X23 X23̃ X31 X31̃ (c )!32
2 "2

0

= = + = ! +X10 X10̃ (ct)2 X13 X13̃ X30 X30̃ "2
0 (c )!30

2

Definition of " : = =v
c

"
ct

c!32
"0

Time Dilation : ct = #c!20



These would be more than enough to prove the assertion of the exercise (use for example the second and fourth equations), but using

similar triangles will get there more directly. Also, the additional practice is good and we'll be able to compare and double check

relationships rediscovered. When writing ratios of related sides in the following equations, we have to be a little careful because of the

visual distortions and because the direction from ! towards the right angle is CW for the two smaller triangles but CCW for the large

combined triangle. Here are two sets of equations using similar triangles:

The first part shows the Lorentz Contraction:  !0 = !!. The rod appears in the lab frame to be shorter than reported by observers in

the rod's rest frame. The rod is not physically contracted, as Lorentz had proposed (compressed by motion through the ether). Rather,

we're comparing measurements made by observers in relative motion. We all agree one should measure the positions of the

endpoints "simultaneously" but the lines of simultaneity in one frame are not parallel to those in the other.

Below is an interactive diagram for studying the numbers in this example. You can drag the blue event X3 around to change the rod's

lab coordinates and velocity relative to the lab. The coordinates were used to calculate the listed proper times. With all this data, it is

easy to check any of the above relationships. Perhaps you'll spot some relationships you hadn't expected or debunk some faulty

intuitions.

SMI g-group, 17 April 2013, Created with GeoGebra

In this diagram, it is worth checking further examples of time dilation. The original example from a couple of sections ago is shown in

= = ! = and = =!0
!

ct
c"20

c"30
ct

ct
!

!0
c"32

c"30
!0
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the diagram as c!10 (= ct) = " c!20. The time between ticks for the rod's clocks seems to stretch as measured on the lab's clocks. But,

look at the last similar triangle ratios written above:

This has often confused students because, comparing to the red expression in the last paragraph, the relativity factor seems to be on

the wrong side. Yet, this last equation is correct and also expresses time dilation. And the diagram may add to the confusion! Notice

that c!10 looks smaller than c!20, yet the Lorentz Contraction formula says it's actually a bigger interval. On the other

hand, c!10 also looks smaller than c!30, yet the Lorentz Contraction formula says it really is a smaller interval! Why aren't these

observations in conflict? RESET the interactive diagram above by clicking in its upper right corner, so that v = 0.6 c and X3 has

coordinates (pos = 6, clock = 10 on the lab map). Then check out the statements in the following paragraphs.

Reading the time for X2: The rod is in uniform motion with respect to the lab and the two have clocks reading zero when their

coordinate origins coincide (for simplicity while viewing the diagram, we can temporarily assume X0 is that origin and both the rod and

lab systems reset their clocks at that event). Sometime later both observe event X2. The rod frame reads the clock still resting at

its origin, the proper time c!20. However X2 is no longer at the lab's origin, so the lab must read the event time along its own

line of simultaneity, giving c!10. The Lorentz Contraction formula gives us the relation between these readings: c!10 = " c!20.

Reading the time for X1: Same setup as in the first sentence of the previous paragraph. This time, c!10 corresponds to the proper

time of the clock at rest at the lab's origin. X1 is not at the rod frame's origin now, so the rod must read the event time along

its own line of simultaneity, which is parallel to the rod, so we can read the rod frame's time at X3, which gives c!30. The Lorentz

Contraction formula gives us the relation between these readings: c!30 = " c!10 or c!10 = c!30 / ".

Reading the time for X3: Same setup as in the previous paragraphs.  This time, c!30 = 4.17 corresponds to the proper time of the

clock at rest at the rod's origin. X3 is not at the lab's origin, so the lab must read the event time along its own line of

simultaneity, which gives ct30 = ct(X3) - ct(X0) = 10 - 4.79 = 5.21. The Lorentz Contraction formula gives us the relation between

these readings: ct30 = " c!30 = (1.25) (4.17) = 5.21.

Summary statement for Time Dilation:

          c!t = time elapsed between events "not at rest" (meaning the events occur at different places in this system),

this time duration must therefore be read along a line of simultaneity for this system.

c!! = time elapsed between events "at rest" (meaning the events occur at the same place in this system),

this time duration is what we've called the proper time in previous discussions.

Time Dilation (again):    c!t = " c!!

Return to current section: Lorentz Contraction.

= ! c = ct = !ctct
"

c"30
"0

"30
"0
"
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   Christian Doppler   Christian Doppler
(1803 - 1853)

Doppler ShiftDoppler Shift

Previous section: Lorentz Contraction.

Next section: Lorentz Transformations.

A distant source with velocity V = ! (1 + v/c) emits light signals with frequency
f ! = "! / 2! = 1 / !t!  that are received with frequency  f = " / 2! = 1 / !t, as shown in the figure.

X₀

X₂

X₁

receiver 
history

c∆t'
β

receding 
source 
history

c∆t'

c∆t

X₀

X₁ '

'

Exercise: From the figure derive the equation

"(X2 ! X1)  =  D ! V ,

where " is a scale factor and

D  "  f " /  f
is the Doppler factor. Derive and discuss the result

(Click here for a solution to this exercise.)

D = = !(1 ± v/c) = =f !

f
c ± v
c " v

# #####! 1
!(1 " v/c)
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Solution: The Doppler FactorSolution: The Doppler Factor

Return to current section: Doppler Shift.

Exercise: From the figure derive the equation

!(X2 ! X1)  =  D ! V ,

where ! is a scale factor and

D  !  f " /  f
is the Doppler factor. Derive and discuss the result

X₂

X₁

receiver 
history

β

receding 
source 
history

c∆t X₁

X₃

X₂

X₁

receiver 
history

cT

β

approaching 
source 
history

c∆t

X₃

X₂

cT

cT

- cT ' V

- cT ' V

cT

cT

'

'

'

'

'

X = X₂ - X₁21

X = X₂ - X₁21

cT'

X0

X0

c∆t' = cT'

c∆t' = cT'

In the diagram above, the spacetime vector - cT' V has magnitude cT' since the source spacetime velocity V has an interval of 1. The

dotted blue light directions and the blue spacetime vector X21 are lightlike. T' is the source period and T is the receiver period. The

maps for both receding and approaching sources are drawn. Notice that for either case, we have a spacetime triangle to work with:

D = = !(1 ± v/c) = =f !

f
c ± v
c " v

# #####! 1
!(1 " v/c)
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Since the result came from solving a quadratic, how do we know which signs go with which case? Looking at the receding diagram on

the left above, cT ! c"t = !cT', so the received period is larger than the transmitted period and the received frequency is lower (red

shifted) than the source. For the approaching diagram on the right, !cT' = c"t ! cT, so the received period is smaller and the received

frequency is larger (blue shifted). 

For further practice, we show alternative derivations using the above diagrams. For the diagram on the left (receding case), time

dilation gives c"t = !cT'. The horizontal dotted line is part of an equilateral right triangle, with value = v"t = c"t v/c. Then,

Or, for the diagram on the right (approaching case), 

Return to current section: Doppler Shift.

cT ! c V =T " X21

# ! = ! V = ! V # D ! V1
cT "

X21 X21
T

T "
f "

f

0 = = (D ! V ) (D ! ) = ! 2"D + 1!2 X21 X21̃ Ṽ D2

since V + = "(1 + v/c) + "(1 ! v/c) = 2"Ṽ

Solving the quadratic :

D = = "(1 ± v/c) = =f "

f

1 ± v/c

1 ! /v2 c2
! !!!!!!!!!!!

c ± v
c $ v

! !!!!!!!

f (receiver) = (source) {Top/bottom signs : receding/approaching source.}f " c $ v
c ± v

! !!!!!!!

cT = c%t + c%tv/c = c%t(1 + v/c) = "c (1 + v/c)T "

cT = c%t ! c%tv/c = c%t(1 ! v/c) = "c (1 ! v/c)T "
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   Hendrik Lorentz   Hendrik Lorentz
(1853 - 1928)

Velocity Composition

Active Lorentz Transformations

Lorentz TransformationsLorentz Transformations

Previous section: Doppler Shift.

Two different inertial systems (primed and unprimed) with a common origin  X0 = X0' = 0  assign

different labels  X! = ct!+x!  and  X = ct+x  to each spacetime event. If V = !(1+v/c) is the proper
velocity of the primed frame with respect to the unprimed frame, then, in the timelike plane
containing both time axes, the labels are related by the Lorentz transformation:

 X = VX!          or          X! = ṼX .

→x

ct

ct'

X₀ = X₀' = 0 x-axis 
(ct=0)

ct-axis 
(x=0)

x'-axis 
(ct'=0)

ct'-axis 
(x'=0)

Lightcone

→x'

XX

β
β

V�
�→v

This is called the passive interpretation of a Lorentz transformation (as opposed to the active
interpretation --- see link at the right). There is just one event in the diagram, X. Each system
reads its own coordinates for that event. The equations above are simply expressing a procedure
for how to translate coordinates in the primed system to coordinates in the unprimed system or vice
versa.

Exercise: Derive therefrom the standard relations between times and positions:

(Click here for a solution to this exercise.)

(Follow links on the right to subtopics for this section.)

= !(t ! ) , = !(x ! vt)t" v #x
c2

x"
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Solution: Time & Position TransformationsSolution: Time & Position Transformations

Return to current section: Lorentz Transformations.

Exercise: Derive from  X! = ṼX  the standard relations between times and positions:

Keeping in mind that we are considering motion in one dimension (our x-axis), v∧x = 0, so simply multiply the terms and collect scalar

and vector parts separately:

Similarly,

We can check these against previous spacetime maps and conclusions, such as on the Solution: Lorentz Contraction Formula page.

For example, if x' = 0, we're on the time axis of the primed system and both sets of these formulas correctly say x = vt and ct = !ct':

= !(t ! ) , = !(x ! vt)t" v #x
c2

x"

= c + = X = !(1 ! v/c)(ct + x)X" t" x" Ṽ

 c = !(ct ! v #x/c)  and = !(x ! vt)t" x"

X = ct + x = V = !(1 + v/c)(c + )X" t" x"

 ct = !(c + v # /c)       and x = !( + v )t" x" x" t"

In the case = 0 :x"

set : c = !(ct ! v #x/c) and = !(x ! vt)1st t" x"

 x = vt       and c = !(ct ! v #vt/c) = ct/!t"

set : ct = !(c + v # /c) and x = !( + v )2nd t" x" x" t"

 ct = !c       and      x = !v = vtt" t"
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Velocity CompositionVelocity Composition

Previous section: Lorentz Transformations.

Next section: Active Lorentz Transformations.

Velocity composition:

Let  X! = X!(!)  and  X = X(!)  represent the history of a particle with proper velocity

in the two inertial systems.

Exercise: Derive and interpret the relativistic velocity composition law:  U! = ṼU.

Therefrom, derive the corresponding composition laws for time dilations and relative velocities:

(Click here for a solution to this exercise.)

Previous section: Lorentz Transformations.

Next section: Active Lorentz Transformations.

= (1 + ) and U = (1 + )U ! !u!
u!

c !u
u
c

= (1 " ) , =!u! !u!v
u #v
c2

u! u " v
1 " u#v

c2

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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Solution: Composition LawsSolution: Composition Laws

Return to current section: Velocity Composition.

Exercise: Derive and interpret the relativistic velocity composition law:  U! = ṼU.

Therefrom, derive the corresponding composition laws for time dilations and relative velocities.

From the previous section on passive Lorentz transformations, the translation of coordinates of an event X from the unprimed inertial
system to the primed system can be written as X! = ṼX, where V is the proper velocity of the primed system with respect to the
unprimed system. But that event may correspond to a moving particle. That particle has a history (a series of events observable by
other systems) and a proper time parameterizing its history. We would take the derivative of its history with respect to its proper time
to get its proper velocity U, whose coordinates can be calculated in any inertial system. Since V is a constant for these inertial
systems, we can take the derivative of the last equation with respect to the particle's proper time to get U! = ṼU.

As mentioned in deriving the Lorentz transformation in the previous section, because we are considering motion in one dimension (our
x-axis), v∧u = v∧u' = 0, so simply multiply the terms and collect scalar and vector parts separately:

Similarly,

As a quick check on signs, if v/c is small, notice these formulas reduce to Galileo's velocity addition formula u = u' + v.

Return to current section: Velocity Composition.

= (1 + /c) = U = (1 ! v/c) (1 + u/c)U " !u" u" Ṽ !v !u

= (1 ! u #v/ ) and = ( )!u" !u !v c2 !u"
u"

c !u !v
u ! v

c

$ = ( )u" u ! v
1 ! u #v/c2

U = (1 + u/c) = V = (1 + v/c) (1 + /c)!u U " !v !u" u"

= (1 + #v/ ) and u = ( )!u !u" !v u" c2 + vu"

1 + #v/u" c2
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Active Lorentz TransformationsActive Lorentz Transformations

Previous section: Velocity Composition.

Next section: Energy and Momentum.

Active Lorentz transformations.

The Lorentz transformation  X = V X!  (or  X' = Ṽ X)  is interpreted passively as a change of labels for a single event. This is
analogous to a 2D spatial rotation of unprimed axes CCW into primed axes and reading the new coordinates of a fixed vector, making it
seem that the fixed vector had rotated CW. 

Alternatively, it can be interpreted actively as a relation between two different events that are the same proper
distance |X!| = |X| = c!  from the origin. This is analogous to the 2D spatial rotation in the previous paragraph, where we now
have only one coordinate system but are actively rotating the vector CW. Instead of rotating the axes one way, we are rotating the
vector the other way. Therefore, using an active interpretation, the Lorentz transformation becomes  X' = V X  (or  X = Ṽ X'), where, in
either case, V = !(1 + v/c) represents

(for the passive interpretation) the relative spacetime velocity of the primed frame 
with respect to the unprimed frame

          or

(for the active interpretation) the relative spacetime velocity of event vector X' with respect to X.

Saying this another way, 

          in the passive interpretation, applying V to the unprimed frame to get the primed frame is equivalent to 
applying Ṽ to the unprimed coordinates to get the primed coordinates,

          and in the active interpretation, applying V to event vector X boosts it into another event vector X'. 

As in the 2D spatial rotation case, an active transformation of an event vector by Ṽ is equivalent to a passive transformation of its
frame by V. In either case, we write X' = Ṽ X. In the active interpretation, X and X' refer to different event vectors. In the passive
interpretation, they refer to coordinates in different frames for the same event.

Advanced Exercise: Interpret the active Lorentz transformation in the figure as a hyperbolic rotation of proper velocity. 
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→x

ct

ct' Lightcone

→x'

X′

X

Forward branch

of X X =
～

Backward branch
～

of X X =

-X

�β

β

c!"!

c!"!

The rotation angle a = |a| is the arc length (spacetime, not Euclidean) on a unit hyperbola
(see the solution link below for proof of this), as expressed by

Construct a diagram to express velocity composition as a product of hyperbolic rotations:

and compare with the product of Euclidean rotations:

(Click here for a solution to this exercise.)

Previous section: Velocity Composition.

Next section: Energy and Momentum.

V = !(1 + ) = = cosha + sinhav
c ea

cosha = cosha = ! = , sinha = sinha = ! =t
" v̂ v

c
x
c"

=ea eb ea+b

=ei# ei$ ei(#+$)
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Solution: Hyperbolic RotationsSolution: Hyperbolic Rotations

Return to current section: Active Lorentz Transformations.

Advanced Exercise: Interpret the active Lorentz transformation as a hyperbolic rotation of proper velocity. 
The rotation angle  a = |a| is the arc length (spacetime, not Euclidean) on a unit hyperbola,
as expressed by

Construct a diagram to express velocity composition as a product of hyperbolic rotations:

and compare with the product of Euclidean rotations:

The hyperbolic parameter a above is not the same as the angle we draw on a spacetime map between the vertical map axis and
the history of a free particle moving at relative speed v/c. However, the similarities between, on the one hand, this hyperbolic "angle"
parameter (and its relation to the hyperbolic functions) and, on the other hand, the trig functions, are very strong. To be reminded of
these similarities and to strengthen intuition about relationships for the unit hyperbola [(ct)2 - x2 = 1] and unit circle (y2 + x2 = 1),
examine the interactive diagram below. We can view the circle or hyperbola alone, move the parameter slider, or use the RESET button
in the top right corner of the diagram.

V = !(1 + ) = = cosha + sinhav
c ea

cosha = cosha = ! = , sinha = sinha = ! =t
" v̂ v

c
x
c"

=ea eb ea+b

=ei# ei$ ei(#+$)
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SMI g-group, 1 May 2013, Created with GeoGebra

First, uncheck "Show hyperbola" (leaving only the unit circle) to check basic trig function definitions and features of the circle
parameter (angle !, the angle of the gray pie sector). Notice:

          The directed length of the blue vertical line on the unit circle is the definition of sin(!). 

          The directed length of the red horizontal line on the unit circle is the definition of cos(!).

          The length of the green vertical line on the unit circle is the definition of the magnitude of tan(!).

          By obvious similar triangles, abs[sin(!) / cos(!)] = abs[directed blue seg / directed red seg] = abs[tan(!) / 1] 
and if we remove the absolute value restriction, we can use the ratio to define the sign of the tangent function
so that it becomes positive in the first and third quadrants and negative in the second and fourth quadrants.

The parameter ! (in radians) measures the Euclidean arc length around the unit circle (circumference = 2!R = 2!).

The value of parameter ! = twice the area of the gray pie sector ! sweeps out (circle area = !R2 = !).

Now, uncheck "Show circle" and check "Show hyperbola" and notice:

          The directed length of the blue horizontal line on the unit hyperbola is the definition of sinh(a). 

          The directed length of the red vertical line on the unit hyperbola is the definition of cosh(a) (always positive).

          The length of the green horizontal line on the unit hyperbola is the definition of tanh(a).

          By obvious similar triangles, sinh(a) / cosh(a) = directed blue seg / directed red seg = tanh(a) / 1. 

          The parameter a ("# → 0 at the vertex → #) measures the spacetime arc length from the vertex along the unit
hyperbola (see proof below). 

{Note: we've used a in the formulas above and a in the interactive diagram --- not all programs support the same fonts.}

          The value of parameter a = twice the area of the orange shape bounded by the curve, the vertical axis and the 
free particle history line for X1.         

The Euclidean angle parameter " represents the bottom angle of the orange shape, in the range ("!/4, !/4).

Notice especially:  tan(") = tanh(a) = v/c, always!

http://www.geogebra.org/
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This fact and the above similarities justify thinking of parameter a as a hyperbolic angle, which we'll call 
a spacetime rotation angle. That is convenient, but beware not to go too far in the analogy:

sin(!) ! sinh(a)          and          cos(!) ! cosh(a).

          Proof that parameter a measures the spacetime arc length:

          Of course, the difference between the two calculations comes down to the minus sign in the definition of spacetime
          interval versus the plus sign in the Euclidean distance formula.

Thus, it makes sense to interpret the alternative notation for the Lorentz transformation as a spacetime rotation. It has a form very
similar to Euclidean rotations and leaves the magnitude |X| = c!  of the spacetime vector unchanged:

Before further examining passive versus active Lorentz transformations, we will review passive versus active 2D Euclidean
rotations in the following interactive diagram. We're using unit CCW bivector i = e1 e2, so that multiplying by this on the right side of
a vector gives a CCW rotation. You can drag the black dot at the tip of the vector X to examine different initial vectors. You can change
the desired rotation angle in the range -90° to +90° (plus = CCW here) using the slider. 

Algebraic definitions : cosha ! , sinha !+ea e"a

2
"ea e"a

2

Consequent theorems : a " a = 1cosh2 sinh2

cosha = sinha sinha = coshad
da

d
da

 (x, y) = (sinha, cosha)  (x, ct) = (sinha, cosha)

 (dx, dy) = (cosha, sinha)da (dx, cdt) = (cosha, sinha)da

d =  d = {spacelike}SEu d + dx2 y2
" """""""""""! SST d "x2 (cdt)2" """"""""""""""!

Standard Euclidean arclength  Standard spacetime arclength

 for  " = 1 :  for       " = 1 :y2 x2 (ct)2 x2

= da = daSEu " a

0
a + acosh2 sinh2

" """""""""""""""""! SST " a

0
a " acosh2 sinh2

" """""""""""""""""!

= elliptic integral = da = a" a

0

V = !(1 + ) = = cosha + sinhav
c ea

V = 1 = = a " aṼ ea e"a cosh2 sinh2



SMI g-group, 6 May 2013, Created with GeoGebra

Try activating only the Active interpretation checkbox first and using the angle slider. That's pretty straightforward. As the text
box indicates, we're causing the rotation by multiplying by the rotor ei!. The text box shows the coordinates of the original vector X
and the rotated vector X'. Set up X to have coordinates (x,y) = (4,3) and adjust the slider (the arrow keys can be used to fine tune) so
that X' = (3,4). Notice that this is the result of a CCW rotation of 16.3°.

Now, uncheck Active interpretation and check the Passive interpretation checkbox. The idea is easy enough in principle, but more
work algebraically. The vector X in space will not move. Instead, we'll rotate the primed coordinate frame (equivalent to rotating its
orthogonal frame-defining unit vectors). Move the slider to ! = 0 and set up X = (4,3) again. The primed and unprimed frames are
aligned. If we rotate the primed framed CW by 16.3°, the primed coordinates of X will change in such a way that it gets closer to the
primed green y-axis. As seen by the primed frame, the vector seems to have rotated CCW. The vector hasn't moved and its
coordinates in the unprimed frame are still (4,3), but its coordinates in the rotated primed frame are (3,4), as if it had
rotated. When we use the symbol X' in the passive interpretation, we are referring to using primed coordinates to represent the
stationary vector.

Let's make sure we understand how calculations get the results in this specific example. We want to rotate the primed axes by 16.3°
(0.284 rad) CW, so the primed frame orthogonal unit vectors should get right-multiplied by e-0.284i. Then we get the new primed
coordinates by using the orthonormal properties of these unit vectors (we'll use the equivalent spacetime ideas below):
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In the active interpretation, X' is a different vector, rotated from X. In the passive interpretation, X' is the same vector (written using
primed coordinates) as vector X (written using unprimed coordinates). You could activate both checkboxes in the above interactive
diagram to notice that the two sets of coordinates are independent of which interpretation we choose.

Now we're ready to investigate active versus passive interpretations for Lorentz transformations in the following interactive
diagram. The slider now picks the spacetime rotation angle a (often called the rapidity, since tanh(a) = v/c as established above),
whose values we've chosen to vary from -2.5 to 2.5. You can drag the black dot at the tip of the event vector X to examine different
initial events. Increasing the rotation angle makes the rotated event X' more spacelike than X. This looks like a CW rotation on the
spacetime map, but remember, unlike spatial rotations above, for our spacetime maps we are considering one dimensional motion, so
what it means to be rotating CW is that the worldline from O to X' is tilted more towards the light cone.

Active CCW rotation angle :

= ( ) ( ) = + i = =âb̂ 4 + 3ê1 ê2
5

3 + 4ê1 ê2
5

24
25

7
25

e0.284i ei!

Rotation CW of primed axes unit vectors :

= = = ( ! i) = 0.96 ! 0.28ê1
" ê1 e! i! ê1 e!0.284i ê1

24
25

7
25

ê1 ê2

= = = ( ! i) = 0.28 + 0.96ê2
" ê2 e! i! ê2 e!0.284i ê2

24
25

7
25

ê1 ê2

Orthonormality conditions :
u #v = $ !uv"!uv"

0

# = # = # = # = 1ê1 ê1 ê2 ê2 ê1
" ê1

" ê2
" ê2

"

# = # = 0ê1 ê2 ê1
" ê2

"

Coordinates of X in the primed frame :
= X # = (4 + 3 ) #(0.96 ! 0.28 ) = 3X1

" ê1
" ê1 ê2 ê1 ê2

= X # = (4 + 3 ) #(0.28 + 0.96 ) = 4X2
" ê2

" ê1 ê2 ê1 ê2

$ 3 + 4 = 4 + 3 = XX" ê1
" ê2

" ê1 ê2



SMI g-group, 17 April 2013, Created with GeoGebra

Try activating only the Active interpretation checkbox first and using the ST angle slider. As the text box indicates, we're causing
the rotation by multiplying by the spacetime rotor ea (= V). For our one dimensional case, this commutes with all of our events, so
multiplying on the left is just a chosen convention. The text box shows the coordinates of the original vector X and the rotated
vector X', both with respect to the frame being used to draw the map. 

          Notice that the changing rotation angle pushes X' along the hyperbola defined by the proper time of X. 
          Of course, we wouldn't be justified in using the term rotation if this weren't the case. We require the magnitude 
          (proper time) of the rotated event to be the same as for the original event.

          Set up X = 4 + e1 and adjust the slider (the arrow keys can be used to fine tune) so that X' = 5 + e1!10 = 5 + 3.16 e1. 
          Notice that this is the result of an ST rotation of a = 0.49. That represents the angle between the X and X' event vectors 
          (an angle of zero brings the events back into coincidence). In this case, the angle of event vector X is tanh-1(v/c) 
          = tanh-1(1/4) = 0.255 and the angle of the event vector X' is tanh-1(3.16/5) = 0.745. Sure enough, the difference 
          between these values is 0.490. 

Now, uncheck Active interpretation and check the Passive interpretation checkbox. If you haven't changed X or the slider from the
values in the previous paragraph, you'll notice that, even though the interpretation has changed and a primed spacetime grid is now
visible, the values of X and X' haven't changed. The event vector X will not move. Instead, we'll apply the opposite spacetime rotation
to the primed coordinate frame (equivalent to rotating its orthogonal frame-defining unit vectors). Move the slider to a = 0 and make
sure X = 4 + e1. The primed and unprimed frames are aligned. Now, instead of applying ea to X, we will apply e-a to the primed
system's orthonormal frame vectors (below, we show algebraically how to implement this idea to recover the numbers in the previous
paragraph, analogous to the algebra summary given above for the passive spatial rotation case). Graphically, as you move the slider to

a = + 0.49, the interactive diagram applies e-0.49e1 to the primed axes, making the primed axes' grid tilt further away from the first
quadrant lightline. If you read the coordinates of the event vector on the vertical & horizontal unprimed axes, you get X = 4 + e1,
while if you read the same event vector using the tilted primed grid, you get X' = 5 + 3.16 e1.
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However, there are some important differences to keep in mind when dealing with spatial orthonormal vectors versus spacetime
orthonormal vectors. First, what notation should be use for a unit spacetime frame vector? For a spatial frame, we use e1 & e2 for the
unprimed frame and e1' & e2' for the primed frame. Since spacetime vectors have scalar and vector parts, the notation needs to be a
little different. In the following formulas, we'll use 1 & e1 for the unprimed frame and 1' & e1' for the primed frame. More importantly,
we need a workable definition for a spacetime dot product. As proposed in NFCM, section 9-2, under Spacetime Trig, for the dot
product between two spacetime vectors we'll define A•B = <AB! >, that is, the spacetime dot product is the scalar part of one vector
times the spacetime conjugate of the other vector (doesn't matter which order). Welcome consequences of this definition are 1•1 =
1, e1•e1 = - 1 (as we should have for a spacelike unit vector), 1•e1 = e1•1 = 0, and X•X = (c!)2 = XX! . Then, to work out numbers
for the example above:

Active spacetime rotation angle :

= X ! = =X" ea ea X" X̃

X X̃

(5 + )(4 # )10###! ê1 ê1

15

      = 1.1225 + 0.5099 =ê1 e0.49ê1

Backward ST rotation of primed axes unit vectors :

= 1 = = 1.1225 # 0.50991" e#a e#0.49ê1 ê1

= = = # 0.5099 + 1.1225ê1
" e#a ê1 e#0.49ê1 ê1 ê1

Orthonormality conditions :
A $B % % !A " = !B " = B $A!A "B̃

0
B̃ Ã

1 $1 = $ = 11" 1"

$ = $ = #1ê1 ê1 ê1
" ê1

"

1 $ = $ = 0ê1 1" ê1
"

Coordinates of X in the primed frame :

= +X" X1
" X2

" ê1
"

= X $ = "(4 + )(1.1225 + 0.5099 )# = 5X1
" 1" ê1 ê1

= # X $ = # "(4 + )(# 0.5099 # 1.1225 )# = 3.16X2
" ^1

" ^1 ^1



In the active interpretation, X' is a different event vector, rotated from X. In the passive interpretation, event X' is the same vector
(written using primed coordinates) as event vector X (written using unprimed coordinates). You could activate both checkboxes in the
above interactive diagram to notice that the two sets of coordinates are independent of which interpretation we choose.

It's easy enough to visualize a 2D spatial rotation of axes (just twist our heads or twist the paper used to draw them), but rotating
spacetime axes makes the time and space axes both twist the same amount towards (or away from) the lightcone. How can we
correctly draw the resulting skewed spacetime grid for the rotated primed axes as seen in the interactive diagram above? We can
simply look at how the primed frame unit vectors are transformed. Let's try another example which we can check out using the
previous interactive diagram:

To set this example up on the previous interactive diagram, select the Passive interpretation checkbox and move the slider to
!0.69 (remember in this diagram, using the passive interpretation, we rotate the primed axes by minus the ST rotation angle so that
the event vector X seems to rotate by a positive ST angle). The blue dashed line is the new primed space axis (with corresponding blue
dotted parallel grid lines) and the green dashed line is the new primed time axis (with corresponding green dotted parallel grid lines).
On paper, we can just fill in the grid with copies of the unit vectors just found at each tail and tip of other unit vectors. For a geometry
program, we simply need sets of two points for line drawing commands. And, given sets of two points, we can also write down
equations for families of grid lines:

= ! X " = ! !(4 + )(! 0.5099 ! 1.1225 )" = 3.16X2
# ê1

# ê1 ê1

$ 5( ) + 3.16 = 4(1) + = XX# 1# ê1
# ê1

ST rotation of primed axes unit vectors for v/c = 0.6 :

! = = 1.25 = cosh a % a = 0.693(1 ! / )v2 c2 !1/2 ê1

= (1) = = 1.25 + 0.75 = ! + !v/c1# ea e0.693 ê1 ê1 ê1

= = = 0.75 + 1.25 = !v/c + !ê1
# ea ê1 e0.693 ê1 ê1 ê1 ê1

{Standard [x, y] graphical point notation, or [x, ct]. i $ an integer.}

For blue lines parallel to primed space axis :
2 pts (tail & tip of ) : [0, 0] & ! [1, v/c]ê1

#

+ multiples of at tail & tip : + i! [v/c, 1]1#

= point pair for any blue grid line : ! [i , i] & ! [1 + i , i + ]v
c

v
c

v
c

Geometry software can plot lines through these sets of points.

Standard line equations : ct = x + = 0.6x + 0.8 i (in our example)v
c

i
!

For green lines parallel to primed time axis :
2 pts (tail & tip of ) : [0, 0] & ! [v/c, 1]1#

+ multiples of at tail & tip : + i! [1, v/c]ê1
#

= point pair for any green grid line : ! [i, i ] & ! [i + , 1 + i ]



As we can verify using the last interactive diagram, for this example the blue grid lines have ct-axis interrupts at integer multiples of
0.8 while the green grid lines have ct-axis interrupts at integer multiples of 4/3. The grid lines set up in this last example correspond to
the case of the primed frame (perhaps the favorite rocket ship) having a relative velocity of 0.6c relative to the unprimed frame, the
kind of situation we've encountered in earlier sections. As we now see, we can think of this as giving the rocket frame an active
positive spacetime rotation (often called a boost) of ea, where a = 0.693 e1.

In the preceding interactive diagram and associated paragraphs, we've examined two different interpretations for applying Lorentz
transformations to spacetime events. We can choose which interpretation to adopt. In either case we can use alternative notations for
proper velocity V = !(1 + v/c) = ! + !v/c = cosh a + sinh a = ea. Our typical choice of interpretation for spacetime events is the
passive one, preferring to think of one system as a frame which has been boosted with respect to the unprimed frame. Note that even
in this interpretation, we are applying V = ea to the unprimed frame vectors to get the primed frame vectors, which gives the resulting
coordinate transformation for the event as X' = Ṽ X = e-a X. That is, the passive interpretation of coordinate transformation involves
an active transformation of the frame-defining vectors. Also, we've seen in the previous section on velocity composition that this last
equation leads to U'= Ṽ U, or U = V U'. 

A good way to interpret this is to say that the particle's worldline is tilted (rotated) by the amount U' = ea with respect to the primed
frame, and the primed frame's axes are tilted by the amount V = eb with respect to the unprimed frame, so that the particle's
worldline is tilted by U = ec = VU' = ea eb = ea+b with respect to the unprimed frame. For the composition of Euclidean rotations, 

we can understand this as the addition of arc lengths on a unit circle. For the composition of active Lorentz transformations,

we can understand this as the addition of arc lengths on a unit hyperbola. We've seen that Galilean velocity composition is
additive, while spacetime velocity addition is not, so representation of spacetime velocity composition with this notation is
convenient, because rapidities are additive.

Below is one more interactive diagram for more practice with active spacetime rotations. The labels were picked to represent events
being actively rotated. Three sets of hyperbolas are drawn. Notice how the rotation angle affects whole worldlines, as expected, so that
the spacetime rotor works for events whether they have unit proper length or not. If we focus on the unit hyperbola, the symbols
might just as well represent proper velocities. For graphical representation of the previous paragraph, let X2 represent the particle's
proper velocity, let X1 represent the primed system's proper velocity, and the unprimed frame is represented by the untilted axes of
the diagram. We have sliders for a, the angle from zero for X1, and b, the angle from zero for X2. Underneath the sliders, we can see
!, the angle between X1 and X2. The symbol correspondence with the previous paragraph becomes  U' = X2 (with respect to X1)
= e!,
V = X1 = ea, and  U = X2 (with respect to the vertical) = eb = VU' = ea+!.

= point pair for any green grid line : ! [i, i ] & ! [i + , 1 + i ]v
c

v
c

v
c

Geometry software can plot lines through these sets of points.

Standard line equations : ct = x ! = x + i (in our example)c
v

c
v

i
!

5
3

4
3

=ei" ei# ei("+#)

=ea eb ea+b



SMI g-group, 7 May 2013, Created with GeoGebra

Move the top slider to a = -1.1 and estimate the relationship between X1 and X1'''. X1 is riding on the red hyperbola (c! = 1),
while X1''' is riding on the orange hyperbola (c! = 3). By now, we should be used to differences between spacetime and Euclidean
distances. For example, the spacetime length of vector X1 (from the origin to the point) is 1, while its Euclidean length is 4.58. So, it
may be comforting to realize that the ratio of lengths of X1''' to X1 to is 3, whether calculated by spacetime or Euclidean length
formulas.

Here is a final numerical example to check out with the help of the last two interactive diagrams. 

A space shuttle moves with velocity u'/c = 0.6 with respect to its spaceship. It records an event X'' = 10 - 2e1 = 4!6 e-0.203e1 in its
own coordinates. The spaceship moves with velocity v/c = 0.8 with respect to Earth. What are the coordinates of the event in the
spaceship frame and in the earth frame? What is the velocity of the shuttle with respect to Earth?
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On the last interactive diagram, you can set a = 1.1 (spaceship angle with respect to Earth) and adjust b so that ! = 0.69 (shuttle
angle with respect to the spaceship). Then you can read off b = 1.79 (shuttle angle with respect to Earth), agreeing with our velocity
composition results above.

To check the spaceship-to-shuttle coordinate transformations, go back the diagram before the last and set the checkboxes for passive
interpretation. Since 11 + 5 e1 is out of range of the diagram, cut the spaceship's event coordinates in half, that is, move the black
event dot to 5.5 + 2.5 e1. Remember, in that mode of that diagram, whatever we set the angle slider to, the frame will be rotated the
opposite way, and since the angle of the shuttle frame with respect to the spaceship frame is +0.693, we should move the slider to
!0.69. Notice the transformed coordinates are 5 - e1, which corresponds to the shuttle's coordinates of 5 - 2 e1.

Similarly, to check the earth-to-spaceship coordinate transformations, move the black event dot to 2.5 + 2.3 e1 (pretty close to the
light cone), set the angle slider to !1.1, and notice the transformed coordinates are 1.1 + 0.5 e1, which corresponds to the spaceship's
coordinates of 11 + 5 e1. Finally, to check the earth-to-shuttle coordinate transformations, keep the black event dot at 2.5 + 2.3 e1,
set the angle slider to !1.8, and notice the transformed coordinates are 1 - 0.21 e1, which corresponds to the shuttle's coordinates
of 10 - 2 e1.

Return to current section: Active Lorentz Transformations.

Shuttle : /c = 0.6 , = 5/4, = + =u! ê1 !u! U ! 5
4

3
4

ê1 e0.693 ê1

= 10 " 2 = 4 =X!! ê1 6
""! e"0.203 ê1 U !̃ X!

Spaceship : v/c = 0.8 , = 5/3, V = + =ê1 !v
5
3

4
3

ê1 e1.099 ê1

 = = 4 = 4 = 11 + 5 = XX! U ! X!! e0.693 ê1 6
""! e"0.203 ê1 6

""! e0.490 ê1 ê1 Ṽ

Earth : X = V = 4 = 4 = 25 + 23X! e1.099 ê1 6
""! e0.490 ê1 6

""! e1.589 ê1 ê1

Shuttle"Earth velocity : X = U X!!

One way : U = = = + =XX!!̃

X!! X!!̃

(25 + 23 )(10 + 2 )ê1 ê1

96
37
12

35
12

ê1 e1.792 ê1

Easier way : 4 = U 4 # U = = V6
""! e1.589 ê1 6

""! e"0.203 ê1 e1.792 ê1 U !
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The Proper Momentum

The Photon

Energy-Momentum Conservation

Energy and MomentumEnergy and Momentum

Previous section: Active Lorentz Transformations.

Energy & momentum are unified by special relativity.

(Follow links on the right to subtopics for this section.)

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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The Proper MomentumThe Proper Momentum

Previous section: Energy and Momentum.

Next section: The Photon.

The proper momentum P for a material particle with rest mass m and velocity  V = ! (1 + v/c)  is defined by

P  =  mcV  =  E/c + p

Exercise: Derive expressions for 

Mass:    m2c4  =  E2 ! p2c2

Momentum:

Energy:

Kinetic energy: 

(Click here for solutions to this exercise.)

Previous section: Energy and Momentum.

Next section: The Photon.

p = m!v = = m = m!mv
1 ! /v2 c2
! !!!!!!!!!!!

dx
d"

dx
dt

E = m ! = = m + Kc2 mc2

1 ! /v2 c2
! !!!!!!!!!!!

c2

K = (! ! 1)m " m + m + …c2 1
2

v2 3
8

v4

c2
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The PhotonThe Photon

Previous section: The Proper Momentum.

Next section: Energy-Momentum Conservation.

The photon is a massless particle with proper momentum  P = E/c + p, where the energy is given by Planck’s Law: 

E = !! = hf .

Exercise: Show that  P = !(!/c + k), where  !2 = c2k2  and  p = !k.

(Click here for solutions to this exercise.)

Previous section: The Proper Momentum.

Next section: Energy-Momentum Conservation.
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Solution: Photon Proper MomentumSolution: Photon Proper Momentum

Return to current section: The Photon.

Exercise: Show that  P = !(!/c + k), where  !2 = c2k2  and  p = !k, where the energy is given by Planck’s Law (E = !! = hf).

Notice for a photon we can't use  P = mcV = mc"(1 + v/c)  as for a material particle, because m is zero,

while " is infinity, so that expression is undefined, but the form  P = E/c + p  is still meaningful. Furthermore,

we can use  PP"  = 0, since the photon's motion should certainly be lightlike. There are no tricky derivations here, 

just many expressions for the same thing. Sometimes it's useful to focus on energy, at other times frequency, 

at still other times wavelength, etc.

P = 0 = ( + p)( ! p) = !P̃ E
c

E
c

E2

c2
p2

Planc s Law : = hf = "(2!f) = "" = hc/#k# Ephoton

Convenient alternative symbol : k $ p/"

p = p = = "k = = , k = =%% %% E
c

""
c

h
#

"
c

2!
#

P = (1 + ) = (1 + ) = "k(1 + )E
c p̂ h

#
p̂ k̂
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Energy-Momentum ConservationEnergy-Momentum Conservation

Previous section: The Photon.

Next section: Universal Laws for Spacetime Physics.

The total proper momentum P for an isolated system of particles is conserved:

t1 = constant

t2 = constant

Interaction

P

Asymptotic Region

Asymptotic Region

P1
P2

P

P6
P5

PP4
P3

Examples:

(1) Compton Effect (photon scattering off a free electron at rest):    ! + e!  →  ! + e!

Conservation:    P1 + P2  =  P3 + P4

Photons:

P = =!
before

Pk !
after

Pk

= 0 = , p = p = = =P1 P1̃ P3 P3̃ !! !! E
c

hf
c

h
!

= (1 + ) , = (1 + )P1
E1
c p̂1 P3

E3
c p̂3
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Electrons:    P2 P! 2  =  m2c2  =  P4 P! 4

Electron initially at rest:    P2  =  E2/c  =  mc

Problem: Determine the shift in photon frequency due to the scattering (Compton's formula). 

(Click here for a solution to this problem.)

          (2) Charged Pion decay: 

Conservation:  P  =  P1 + P2

Problem: Calculate, if possible, the energies of the decay products when the pion decays from rest. 

(Click here for a solution to this problem.)

Previous section: The Photon.

Next section: Universal Laws for Spacetime Physics.

! + or ! +!+ µ+ "µ !" µ" "̄µ
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Solution: Compton's FormulaSolution: Compton's Formula

Return to current section: Energy-Momentum Conservation.

Problem: Determine the shift in photon frequency due to the scattering:  ! + e!  →  ! + e! .

Compton scattering usually refers to high energy x-ray or gamma ray scattering off materials. 

The photon scatters off a loosely bound, almost free, relatively low kinetic energy electron, which 

we take to be "at rest" before the collision. As to why the photon would be scattered rather than 

absorbed by the electron (as in the photoelectric effect), see the discussion at the bottom of this page. 

Summarizing information known:

Now, let's see if we can find a formula involving the scattering angle !:

We have arrived at Compton's formula. Arthur Compton's half of the 1927 Nobel prize was for

discovery of this scattering. The Compton wavelength for the electron is h/(mc) = 0.00243 nm, and

its well-known rest energy is mc2 = 511 keV. We can use these values to see one way to convert 

quickly between a photon's wavelength and energy:

+ = +P1(photon before) P2(electron before, at rest) P3(photon after) P4(electron after)

= 0 = , = =P1 P1̃ P3 P3̃ P2 P2̃ m2c2 P4 P4̃

= (1 + ) , = (1 + ) , = mcP1
h
!1

p̂1 P3
h
!3

p̂3 P2

= = [( ! ) + ] [( ! ) + ]m2c2 P4 P4̃ P1 P3 P2 P1̃ P3̃ P2̃

= ! ! + mc( + ! ! ) +m2c2 P1 P3̃ P3 P1̃ P1 P1̃ P3 P3̃ m2c2

(1 + ) (1 ! ) + (1 + ) (1 ! ) = mc( ! )h
!1

p̂1
h
!3

p̂3
h
!3

p̂3
h
!1

p̂1
2h
!1

2h
!3

(2 ! 2 " ) = 2mch ( ! )h2

!1!3
p̂1 p̂3

1
!1

1
!3

(1 ! cos") = ! = #!h
mc !3 !1

hc = m = (0.00243nm)(511 keV) = 1.24 keV "nm2
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For our numerical example, we've used a gamma ray emitted from the nucleus of radioactive 241Am.

From its wavelength, it might be classified as a hard (high energy) x-ray, but it's usually called a

low energy gamma ray because its source was a nucleus. We'll use it in the interactive diagram

below. Meanwhile, we might also determine the kinetic energy of the electron which was kicked 

from rest:

We see the maximum kinetic energy given to the electron is only about 2% of its rest energy. 

The photon's original energy was only about 12% of the electron's rest energy, and with its max

kick, it boosts the electron energy 2% and loses 19% of its own energy. The above expression for P4

also allows us to calculate the electron's recoil momentum (and therefore recoil angle, ϕ), which

is useful for creating the interactive diagram:

Just below is the interactive diagram for the scattering of this particular photon (you can drag the 

scattering angle slider and watch energies and wavelengths update). The diagram also allows comparison

of this Compton scattering with the scattering from classical billiard balls in a 2D elastic collision 

(see below the diagram for solution to the classical case). We can see from the numbers above that the ratio of

total electron energy to photon energy before the collision is 8.6, while that ratio after is 10.8. We've added

a time slider to watch the billiards collision and a slider to vary the ratio of target ball mass to incident

cue ball mass. We'd expect some differences between photon scattering obeying our relativistic conservation

laws and slow speed billiard balls obeying classical conservation laws, but when the ratio of masses is set

to, for example, 9.8, the scattering and recoil angles in the two cases track each other very closely. 

You can turn on the billiards traces to see their scattering angles more clearly. 

hc = m = (0.00243nm)(511 keV) = 1.24 keV !nmh
mc c2

= = " = 0.0208 nmEphoton
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!
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!
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SMI g-group, 8 April 2013, Created with GeoGebra

Compare to billiards and notice that to sink the electron in the side pocket at almost a right angle, the

photon has to just barely kiss the electron, giving the electron hardly any speed and altering the photon's

path and energy only very slightly. On the other hand, with a direct shot, the electron gets maximum

speed. Actually, this is more like a defective billiards set, where the cue ball weighs quite a bit less than

the other balls. 

(Click here for a derivation of classical 2D elastic scattering formulas used in the interactive diagram above.)

Photon scattering versus absorption:

          We are familiar with the idea of a photon getting absorbed by an electron in an atom. If the photon has

          just the right energy, the electron can jump to a higher energy state. If the photon energy is more than the

          binding energy of the electron, the electron will be freed from the atom (the photoelectric effect). It may seem 

          a bit odd, but an incoming photon can have "too much" energy, in which case it can only be scattered, as 

          investigated above. 

          To see such possibilities in an elementary lab setting, consider the setup in the diagram below. These are

          carts on a "frictionless" track. The side magnets bind the large cart (electron). We can change the strength

          of the electromagnets to change the amount of binding. 
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The small leftmost cart represents the incoming photon. If we give it a small push (low energy photon), it will get           

captured by the electron (largest cart) and the coupled carts will vibrate a little (excited state). If the push is large           

enough, the coupled carts (photon absorbed by electron) will have enough energy to break loose from the side binding           
magnets (the photoelectric effect) and move on down the track. Finally, if we fire the small cart with high speed,           
it will bounce off the large cart (scattering). {Well, at least this sounded right in Rowley's imagination. He could be
wrong, but it sounds like a fun lab experiment to try.}

          It is interesting to note that a photon cannot be absorbed by a free electron, because this would cause the

          energy-momentum conservation law to be violated:

          We've run into a problem. If the last term were positive (as it always would be), it would mean the mass of

          the electron had increased (in other words, it's not an electron anymore). We're not aware of any such event

          predicted theoretically or detected experimentally. And, that term could only be zero if the photon were 

          traveling initially in the same direction as the electron, which would also have to be traveling at the speed

          of light. Therefore, a photon can only scatter off a free electron. The electron can't simply absorb the 

          photon with increased energy and altered momentum. Other outcomes of a photon --> free electron 

          collision are known to be possible if the photon energy is high enough, such as the creation of an extra 

          electron <--> positron pair, but that would leave more particles to help conserve total energy and momentum. 

          On the other hand, if the electron is bound to an atom, there are more particle momenta involved in both

          sides of the starting equation here, so absorption can occur without violating the conservation laws. As 

          incident photon energy increases, loosely bound electrons appear relatively more free, so scattering becomes

          the more likely event. 

Return to current section: Energy-Momentum Conservation.

+ =P1(photon) P2(electron before) P(electron after)

= P = + + + = 0 + + 2m2c2 P̃ P1P1̃ P2P2̃ P1P2̃ P1P2̃̃ m2c2 ! "P1P2̃
0

0 = =! "P1P2̃
0

! (1 + ) m(c ! )"h
!1

p̂1 "2 v2
0

0 = 1 ! "( )p̂1
v2
c
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Solution: Classical 2D Elastic ScatteringSolution: Classical 2D Elastic Scattering

Return to current section: Solution: Compton's Formula.

Here we'll derive the formulas used for the collision of billiard balls shown in the interactive diagram for Compton scattering shown on

the previous page. We'll use lab coordinates. The CCW unit bivector is i, so multiplying a vector by this on the right rotates the vector

in the CCW direction. We're using the same scattering angle (chosen from the diagram slider) as for the Compton scattering, but since

the energy and momentum formulas are different, we will get a different target recoil angle (call it ϕ here for simplicity of the

derivation, but it's called ϕ2 in the diagram) than for the photon scattering.

          µ m = mass of target ball,  m = mass of incident cue ball, the slider allows (1 ! µ ! 20).

          v = incident cue ball speed,  V = scattered exit cue ball speed,  u = target ball exit recoil speed.

          !  = scattering angle of cue ball above the incident axis,  ϕ = target ball recoil angle below the incident axis.

          Target ball initially at rest.  Given all else, find formulas for V, u and ϕ:

Momentum : mv + 0 = mV + µmuv̂ v̂ei! v̂e!i"

v = V + µu = V + µuei! e!i" e!i! ei"

Eliminate " : (v ! V )(v ! V ) = = + ! 2vV cos!ei! e!i! µ2u2 v2 V 2

Energy : m + 0 = m + µm1
2

v2 1
2

V 2 1
2

u2

= µ ! µµ2u2 v2 V 2

Eliminate u : µ ! µ = + ! 2vV cos!v2 V 2 v2 V 2

(µ + 1) ! (2vcos!)V ! (µ ! 1) = 0V 2 v2

0 " ( )v " < v
µ ! 1
µ + 1

V = ( ) (cos! + )v
µ + 1

! !µ2 sin2! !!!!!!!!!!!!

Then, from the energy equation again :

0 < " ( )vu = !v2 V 2

µ

! !!!!!!!!!!
"## 2

µ + 1

Finally, go back to the momentum equation to get " :
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When playing with the interactive Compton Effect diagram on the previous page, you may notice two peculiarities in the billiard ball

collision when they have the same masses (µ=1) not present in the photon/electron scattering.

1. The angle between the balls' paths after the collision is always a right angle (! + ϕ = !/2).

The equations are much easier to solve in this case.

Also, notice our main boxed formulas become V = v cos!, u = v sin!, and cosϕ = sin!.

2. When we choose the scattering angle ! to be greater than !/2, V and ϕ2 are always zero and

u is always equal to the incident speed of v. The cue ball can never bounce in any backwards direction!

That's a consequence of conserving both momentum and energy with equal masses.

When masses are equal, in the most direct head on collision, the incoming ball stops and the target ball

moves on with the original incident speed.

The analog for this case cannot happen in the photon/electron collision. That's not too surprising since the governing

equations are pretty different anyway, but notice also that this would correspond to the photon stopping (in other 

words being absorbed) and transferring all of its energy to the electron's kinetic energy, which, as is shown at the 

bottom of the previous page, cannot happen.

Return to current section: Solution: Compton's Formula.

= cos! ! i sin! = = ! ie!i! v ! V ei"

µu
v ! V cos"

µu
V sin"

µu

0 " <! = Arccos( )v ! V cos"
µu

#
2
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Universal Laws for Spacetime PhysicsUniversal Laws for Spacetime Physics

Previous section: Energy-Momentum Conservation.

Zeroth Law: Make your own formulation to supercede the Newtonian version!

First Law: The history of a free particle is a straight line.

© David Hestenes 2005, 2013
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